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Chapter 7

DATA FOR THE ROTORUA GEYSERS

The aim of this part of the study is to set up models for three geysers located at Rotorua, New

Tnaland:namely Pohutu, the Prince of Wales Feathers and Waikorohihi (see Fig 1.1), and to

determine their sensitivity to changes in the flow rate, temperature and pressure of the deep

inflow, which may be caused by the operation of nearby production wells. In the present

chapter data available on the three Rotorua geysers are discussed and estimates of various

subsurface parameters are made. In Chapters 8 and 9 the mathematical models of the geysers

are discussed.

One of the difficulties which arises in the study of these three geysers is the fact that little is

known about their subsurface plumbing. As mentioned in Chapter l, dye tracer tests have

proved that there are shallow underground connections between Pohutu, the Prince of Wales

Feathers, Waikorohihi and Te Horu, but apart from these facts and data on the vent areas of the

geysers, there is no other information available. Hydrosounding experiments such as those

carried out by Steinberg et al. (1978) on two geysers in the USSR (see Chapter 2) have never

been carried out on the Rotorua geysers and therefore details of the subsurface parameters for

the geysers, such as the free volume of the system (volume of the system filled by steam and

air after an eruption), the enthalpies and the inflow rates of the fluids feeding the geyser are not

known. Downhole measurements have never been made in the Rotorua geysers and therefore

temperature profiles within them are not known. The only subsurface parameters currently

available are those deduced by Weir et al. (1992) from data measured at the surface such as the

vent area of the channel, the height of eruption, the duration of play and the interval between

eruptions. Their work involved some assumptions, described later in section 7.1, which cannot

be verified until more observations of the behaviour of the geysers are made and more data

collected.

Apart from the lack of information about their subsurface plumbing, observed data available on

activity of the Rotorua geysers are also inadequate for model calibration. The activity of the

geysers is usually reported only in terms of interval between eruptions, or in terms of variation

in the height of eruption and the number of eruptions per day (see Chapter 2). Details of their

activity from the end of one eruption until the beginning of the next have not been given.

Attempts were made as part of the present study to collect more data on the activity of the

geysers, but because of fears that some field measurements might adversely affect the activity

of the geysers investigations were restricted to visual observations. The results of the

observation are described in section 7.2. The processes likely to occur within the cavern of
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pohutu and the Feathers are described in section 7.3. Subsurface parameters deduced from the

observed data, using the methods described by Weir etal. (1992), are discussed in section 7.4.

7.1. Subsurface parameters for the Rotorua geysers.

Weir et aL. (lgg2) developed a conceptual model for the group of Rotorua geysers considered

in the present work (shown in Fig. 7.1). They postulated that each geyser consists of a

chamber and a channel which is fed by 180"C hot water from depth and 60oC cold water from

Te Horu. Using observed data, reproduced here in Table 7.1, they computed the depth,

temperature and volume of the cavem, and the magnitudes of the inflows of hot and cold water

for each geyser. The parameter values they deduced or assumed are listed below in Table 7.2.

The outline of the methods used to obtain these parameters is included here for completeness.

Hot Upflow

Figare 7.1 The conceptual nodel of the Rotorua geysers (after weir et al. ,1992).

F=The Prince of Wales Feathers. P=Pohutr* W=Waikarohihi. TH=Te Horu. R=inflaw rate of hotwaterfrom

deptls. X=inflow rate of cooler ryaterfror-nTe H.ont. E1enytio\ rate. os=1fta fTastisn of ,tle.erapted waterfrorn
iiiin i"tiiiing ti Te Honr. Subscrifts f, p and w are for Feathers, Poliun and Waikorohihi respectively.
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Table 7.1.

Observed data for the Rotorua geysers (Weir et al',1992)

Feathers Waikorohihi
Parameter

Average interval between eruptions
Average duration of water PlaY
Average height of eruPtion

Vent area

5l minutes
l7 minutes
20m
O.l2m2

80 minutes
20 minutes
8m
0.1lm2

92 minutes
45 minutes
8m
0.06m2

Table7.2

Parameters for the Rotorua geysers (Weir et al', 1992)

Feathers Waikorohihi Derivation
Parameter

Effective area of the vent
Maximum nozzle velocitY
Cavern Temperature
Cavern depth
Increase in Chloride ratio
Eruption rate
eruptlon rate (Cody)/)

Eruption rate
Total mass discharged
Total volume discharged
Cavern volume
Temperature of hot water
Temperature of cold water
Inflow of cold water
Inflow of hot water

0.09 m2
62 mls
I l80c
9m
4.9 Vo

98 kg/s
50 kg/s

98 kg/s
100 tonnes
100 m3
100 m3
180"c
600c
17 kg/s
16 kg/s

0.083 m2
26 rnls
1070c
3m
2%
E6 kg/s
5 kg/s

l0 kg/s2)
12 tonnes
10 m3
l0 m3
180"c
600c
1.5 kg/s
I kg/s

0.045 m2
30 m/s
1090c
4m
2%
48 kg/s
l0 kg/s

20 kgs3)
53 tonnes
50 m3
50 m3
180"c
60"c
5.7 kgls
3.9 kg/s

assumed
calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated
calculated
estimated

calculated
calculated
calculated
assumed
assumed
assumcd
calculated
calculated

I ) estinuted bv Codv based on visual obsemation
2') calculated based-on Cody's ratio (Ep:EPEys=10:I:2)'

Eruotion rutc for tlg Feotlurs=l/l0 t iruPtion rue for Polwu
il caltulated baled on Cody's ratio (Eo:E1Ey,=10: I :2).

Eruption rate for Waikorohihi - l/5 x ciuption rate for Pohutu

Firstly, from the height of eruption and the measured vent area Weir et al. (1992) calculated the

nozzlevelocity of the erupted water at the surface vent using the following equation:

Hplume = 1.85 A"fP'25 g-o'5 Uo (7.1)

where Hplume is the height of eruption, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Uo is the nozzle

velocity and Aen is the effective area of the vent, which is defined as the product of the vent

area with the coefficient of contraction. By assuming a coefficient of contraction of 0.75, they

computed the nozzle velocities for Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi as 62 m/s,26 m/s and

30 m/s respectively.

Weir et al. (lgg1) deduced the cavern or chamber temperature and the corresponding plume

properties (see Table 7 .3)by assuming that energy is conserved and that adiabatic expansion

occurs from the cavern up to the surface conditions of atmospheric pressure and a temperature
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of 100.C. They calculated cavern temperatures associated with full column eruptions of

pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi of ll8"C, 107"C and 109'C respectively. These

temperatures are the boiling points for the hydrostatic pressures for columns of water of

heights 9 m, 3 m and 4 m respectively. These values were taken by Weir et al. (1992) as the

depths to the respective caverns.

They calculated the ratio between the chloride concentration of the erupted water at the end of

eruption (frnat) and that when first ejected (initial) using the following relationship:

where Clf and Cli are the final and the initial chloride concentrations respectively, P"(100"C) is

water density at l00oC and p*(T) is water density at cavern temperature. Here l, is the steam

fraction of the total mass flux which is determined from the following relationship:

Clf _ I pw(100'C)

cli - l-1. p*G)

n S-Sw
^ = fu- s*

(7.2)

(7.3)

where so, and s, are the entropies of the water and steam phases at 100"C and s is the entropy of

water at cavern temperature. Corresponding to cavern temperatures for Pohutu, the Feathers

and Waikorohihi of I18"C, 107"C and 109'C respectively, Weir et al. (1992) calculated the

ratios of the chloride concentrations at the end and start of the eruptions, to be 1.049, 1.019

and 1.O24 respectively. Moreover, they rounded the results to obtain the increases in the

chloride concentrations of 4.9 7o,2 Vo and 2 Vo respectively, for Pohutu, the Feathers and

Waikorohihi. A check of these calculations by the author gave the same results, thus

confirming the results given by Weir et al. (1992).

Table 7.3

properties of eruption plumes resulting -",Trr:*XiT: 
iSTr 

of water at a given temperature to l00oc

Temperature

fc)
Densitv
(te/mt)

Enthalpy
(kJ/kg)

Mass flux
(kg/m2.s)

Depth Nozzle Vel.
(m) (m/s)

Chloride
ratio

100
105
ll0
I 15
t20
t25
130
140
150
160
180

l.000
1.013
1.o27
1.041
1.055
1.069
1.084
1.1 14
l.146
1.180
t.253

958. l
60.4
3t.4
2r.3
l6.l
13.0
10.9
8.3
6.7
5.7
4.3

4t9.1
440.0
460.7
481.2
501.5
521.5
541.3
580.3
618.6
656.3
729.7

1000
l 066
I 080
I 086
l09l
I 094
I 100
I 105
I l09
lll9

0.0 0.0
2.2 16.6
4.6 34.0
7.4 50.8
10.6 67.4
14.2 83.9
I 8.4 100.0
28.3 132.5
41.0 164.4
56.9 196.I

100.6 258.5



The eruption rate for each geyser was calculated using the following relationship:
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(7.4)

(7.s)

E = &nx Mass flux

Here E is the eruption rate (Ep, Eg and E\il are the eruption rates for Pohutu, Feathers and

waikorohihi respectively), A"n is the effective area of the vent and Mass flux = Puo (uo is the

nozzlevelocity and p is the plume density). Assuming adiabatic flashing from I l8"C to 100oC

and using the nozzle velocity for Pohutu as 62 m/s, Weir et al. (1992) calculated the eruption

rate for pohutu to be 98 kg/s. However Cody estimated the mass flow rate from Pohutu' the

Feathers and Waikorohihi in August 1985 as 50 kg/s, 5 kgls and 10 kg/s (Ee:F,f.Ew = l0:1:2),

respectively (reported in Weir et al., lgg}).Weir et al. (1992) assumed that Cody's ratios were

correct but they decided that the estimated average height of eruption for Pohutu of 20 m (see

Table 7.1) was accurate and hence their calculated figure of 98 kg/s was more reliable than

Cody,s estimate for the mass discharge from Pohutu. Thus they calculated the mass discharge

from the Feathers and Waikorohihi to be l0 kg/s and 2}kgls respectively. Using an average

duration of water play for Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi of 17, 20 and 45 minutes

respectively, they calculated the total masses discharged to be 100, l0 and 50 tonnes

respectively. By assuming that the volume of the geyser chamber is approximately equal to the

volume of hot water ejected during the eruption they estimated the cavern volumes for Pohutu,

the Feathers and Waikorohihi to be 100, l0 and 50 m3 respectively.

The mass of cold and hot water inflows entering the caverns was computed by Weir et al.

(lggz)using mass and energy balance equations. The assumptions used were that:

(a) The flow rates of cold water into the system (Xf' Xp and Xw) were constant'

(b) The flow rates of hot water into the system (Rn Rp and Rw) were constant.

(c) The eruption rate from each geyser (Er, Ep and Ew) was constant.

(c) A constant fraction of erupted water from Pohutu returned to Te Horu (q?).

In a general form they expressed the mass balance for each geyser as follows:

l- total mass entering the chamber from one I - l- total mass discharged I
L eruption until the beginning of the next I - L durtng an eruptron J

If tp, dp, Rp, Xp and En are the interval between eruptions, the duration of water play, the

inflow rate of hot water, the inflow rate of cold water and the eruption rate for Pohutu

respectively, the mass balance for Pohutu is then

te(Rp+Xp)=dpEp

Similarly, if t6 d1, Rn Xf and E1 are the interval between eruptions, the duration of water play,

the inflow rate of hot water, the inflow rate of cold water and the eruption rate for the Feathers

respectively, the mass balance for the Feathers is then



k(Rt+ Xr) = drEr

and for Waikorohihi is
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(7.6)

tr"(R*fXw)=d*Ew (7.7)

where t*, d*, R*, X* and Eyy are the interval between eruptions, the duration of water play,

the inflow rate of hot water, the inflow rate of cold water and the eruption rate forWaikorohihi

respectively

The mass balance for Te Horu is expressed by Weir et al. (1992) as follows:

f mass from Pohutu I l- total mass of water leaving Te Horu or I
t returned to Te Horu I = [ entering Pohutu the Feathers and Waikorohihi I

If cn is the fraction of erupted water from Pohutu returned to Te Horu, the above mass balance

can then be expressed as:

0P lh dP = tP (XP + X'+ XY)

Weir et al. (1992) expressed the energy balance for each geyser as follow:

for Pohutu: TnRp+TcXp=Tp(Rp+ Xp)

for the Feathers: Tn Rr + Ts Xp = Tr (Rt + Xp)

forWaikorohihi: Tn R* + Tc Xw = T* (Rw + Xw)

Rp= [+#f E, Lt]
and

Xp=r++1%rf;l

where Tn is the temperature of hot inflow from depths and Ts is the temperature of cooler water

from Te Horu. Tp, Tf and To, are the cavern temperature for Pohutu, the Feathers and

Waikorohihi respectively.

The mass flow rate of hot and cold water for Pohutu can be determined using (7.5) and (7.9),

i.e. by solving for Ro and Xp which gives:

(7.8)

(7.e)

(7.10)

(7.r r)

(7.r2)

(7.r3)
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Similarly for the Feathers:

Rr= [++]Ertfrl
and

Xr=[ffirErt#1

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.r7)

and forWaikorohihi:

and

R*=[ffilE*tf_l

Xp=[ffirE-tH

Using the estimates of intervals between eruptions given in Table 7.1, T5-180"C and T"=60oC'

Weir et 
^1. 

(lgg1)calculated the mass flow rates of hot and cold water entering Pohutu to be 16

kg/s and 17 kg/s respectively, the mass flow rates of hot and cold water entering the Feathers

geyser to be I kg/s and 1.5 kg/s respectively and the mass flow rates of hot and cold water

entering the Waikorohihi geyser to be 3.9 kgs and 5.7 kg/s. The fraction of the erupted water

from Pohutu returning to Te Horu was calculated to be 0'74'

At present no measured data are available for checking the reliability of the parameters

calculated by Weir et al. (1992). Downhole measurements have not been made in these

geysers, and no accurate method has been found for measuring the volume of erupted water'

The reliability of the temperature and depth estimates for the caverns was checked by

comparing the chloride ratios (the increase in the chloride concentrations) to those observed'

The agreement for pohutu is good (see Table 7.4). The increase in the chloride concentration

resulting from adiabatic flashing is 4.9 7o (chloride ratio=I.049), while that observed is 5.8 7o

(chloride ratio=1.058). The agreement for both the Feathers and V/aikorohihi, however' is

poor. The increase in the chloride concentration resulting from adiabatic flashing for the

Feathers and Waikorohihi are 1.9 Vo and2.4 Vo respectively, while those observed are 2.7 Vo

and 4.6 70, respectively.

Table7.4

lncrease in chloride concenEation during eruption'

Pohutu
Prince of Wales Feathers
Waikorohihi

s.8%
2.7 %
4.6%

4.9%
1.9%
2.4%
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The present study shows that there are the following three major areas of uncertainty which

may have contributed to errors in the estimates produced by Weir et al. (1992) of cavern depths

and temperature.

(1) There are not enough measurements available of changes in chloride concentrations during

eruptions to verify the accuracy of the parameters deduced by Weir et al. (1992). More

water samples need to be collected. The only data available are those measured by Lloyd in

1975 and by Noguchi in 1977 (see Table 2.5).

(2) Weir et al. (1992) used the height of eruption measured by Cody in 1985, but they used

chloride concentrations measured in 1975 and 1977.

(3) There may be constrictions somewhere in the vents of the Feathers and Waikorohihi which

cause their sub-surface vent areas to be smaller than those measured at the surface. A

smaller vent area would lead to a higher calculated nozzle velocity and consequently

calculation of a hotter and deeper cavem.

The heights of the eruption of Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi, as shown in Tables 2.1,

2.2 and 2.3 (Chapter 2) respectively, have varied over the years. Using these ranges of values

for heights of eruption and (7.1), the nozzle velocities for the Feathers and Waikorohihi were

re-calculated. The depth and the temperature of the caverns and the chloride ratios for Pohutu,

the Feathers and Waikorohihi were then determined from Table 7.3. The results are discussed

in the following sections.

Pohutu

Estimates of the height of eruption of Pohutu has varied from 15 to 30 m (see Table 2.1).

Calculation using this range of values for heights of eruption gives a range of values for the

increase of chloride concentrations from 3.8Vo to 7 .87o (see Table 7 .5a). Weir et al. (1992)

used the height of eruption estimated by Cody in 1985 (20 m).If the 1975 height of eruption of

l8 m is used, the calculated increase in the chloride concentrationis4.TVo while that observed

(Lloyd, 1975) is 5.8Vo. Similarly for an 18 m height of eruption the calculated cavern depth for

Pohutu is approximately 9 m and the calculated temperature there is I17"C.

Another factor which may have contributed to errors in the estimation of the subsurface

parameters is the uncertainty in the value of the effective cross section area of the vent (4"6).

Parameters presented in Table 7.5a were determined using an assumption that Asff=0.09 m2

(A*r is the product of the vent area of 0.12 m2 and a coefficient of contraction of 0.75), which

is the same as that used by Weir et al. (1992). Table 7.5b shows the possible cavern depth,

cavern temperature and eruption rate for Pohutu for other values of A"n. As seen, errors in the

estimates of the height of eruption may lead to errors in the estimation of the cavern depth and
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cavem temperature. An error in the estimate of the size of the vent may lead to inaccuracy in the

estimation of the eruption rate.

Table 7.5a

Possible cavern depth, cavern temperature and eruption rate for Pohutu (A.ff=0.09 m2).

Height of

eruption
(m)

Nozzle Cavern

velocity temp.
(rn/s) CC)

Chloride Increase in the

ratio Cl- concentrations
(%)

Mass Eruption

flux rate
(kg/m2.s) (kg/s)

Cavern

depth
(m)

15
l6
l8
20
2l
30

t4
l5
t7
l8
l9
28

46.4
49.4
55.6
6l.8
64.9
92.7

6.8
7.4
8.7
9.3
10.0
r6.7

r.038
1.041
t.047
1.049
r.052
1.078

3.8
4.1
4.7
4.9
5.2
7.8

r0'17
l 080
I 082
1084
1085
1093

96.9
97.2
97.4
97.6
97.7
98.4

Table 7.5b

Possible cavern depth, cavern temPerature and eruption rate for Pohqtu

for effective areas of the vent (Asff) range from 0.08 mz to 0.12 mz.

Parameter Effective areas of the vent (fu6)
0.09 m2 0.10 m2 0.ll m20.08 m2 o.l2 m2

Height of eruption (m)
Nozzle velocity (m/s)
Cavem temperature (oC)
Cavem depth (m)

lncrease in Cl- conc. (%)
Eruption rate (kg/s)

l 5-30
48-96
rt4-r29
6.7-t7.2
3.9-8.0
86-88

l 5-30
46-93
I l4-128
6.8- 16.7

3.8-7.8
97-98

l 5-30
45-90
rr3-t27
6.I - 15.9

3.6-7.5
108-109

l 5-30
44-88
r13-t26
5.9- 15.3

3.5-7.3
I l8-120

l5-30
43-86
lt3-t26
5.7- r4.8
3.5-7.r
t29-13l

As was mentioned earlier the measured increase in the chloride concentration for Pohutu is 5.8

7o. If this figure is correct the nozzle velocity should then be 70.9 m/s (from Table 7.3) and the

corresponding cavern temperature temperature, cavern depth and mass flux would be 121"C,

I1.4 m and 1087 kg/s. If A"n = 0.09 m2, :rs suggested by Weir et al. (1992), then using (7.4)

the eruption rate for Pohutu (Eo) can be calculated to be 98 kg/s. Corresponding to a nozzle

velocity of 70.9 m/s and A,"n = 0.09 m2, the height of eruption (Hpume) can be calculated using

(7.1) to be23 m.

Featlrcrs

In 1975 the Feathers used to play to a height of 12 m but in the period 1982'1987 it played to a

height of only 8- 10 m (see Table 2.2 in Chapter 2). In 1977 , when the water sample was

collected by Noguchi, the height of the eruption of the Feathers was possibly more than 8 m. If
the height of eruption had been as much as 10-12 m and if the vent area of the Feathers was the
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same as it is today then the water could have been discharged at a temperature in the range

109-l l loC from a cavern at 4-5 m depth (see Table 7.6a). With these values the chloride ratios

calculated assuming adiabatic flashing (1.024-1.030) are very close to that observed (1.027).

Table 7.6a

possible cavern depth and temperature for the Feathers (Aeff = 0.083 m2).

Height of Nozzle

eruption velocity
(m) (m/s)

Cavern Cavern

temp. depth
('c) (m)

Chtoride Increase in the

ratio Cl- concentrations
(%)

Mass Eruption

flux rate
(kg/m2.s) (kg/s)

6
8
l0
t2
t3

19.0
25.3
31.6
37.9
4l.l

106
r07
r09
lll
t12

2.7
3.2
4.1
5.2
5.7

1.6
1.9
2.4
3.0
3.3

l0l3
t026
1053
1069
1072

83.6
84.7
86.8
88.2
88.4

l.01 58
l.0r86
t.0242
1.0298
r.0326

parameters presented in Table T.6aweredetermined using an assumption that A"n = 0.083 m2

(Aon is the product of the vent area of 0.l l m2 and a coefficient of contraction of 0.75). Table

7.6b shows the parameters for the Feathers for other values of A,en. As can be seen, the

eruption rate for the Feathers (Ef) would be about 10 kg/s, as suggested by Weir et al. (1992)

according to Cody's ratio, only if A"nis very small, say about 0.01 m2.

Table 7.6b

Possible cavern depth, cavern temperaturc and eruption tate^for the Feathers

for effective areas of the vent (Aen) range from 0.01 mz to 0.1I mz.

Parameter Effective areas of the vent (Aef)
0.02 m2 0.04 m2 0.06 ma 0.083 m2 0.ll m20.01 m2

Height of eruption (m)
Nozzle velocity (m/s)
Cavem temperaturc (oC)

Cavern depth (m)

Incrcase in Cl- conc. (%)
Eruption rate (kg/s)

6- l3
32-70
109-l2l
4.3-l Ll
2.5-5.7
10.6- 10.9

6- 13
27 -59
108-l l7
3.6-8.9
2.r-4.8
2t-22

6- 13
23-49
107-l l5
3.0-7.0
1.8-4.0
4t-43

6- 13
2t-45
106-ll3
2.7-6.0
1.6-3.6
6l-65

6-13 6-13
19-41 18-38
106-l l2 105-l I I
2.7-5.7 2.3-5.2
1.6-3.3 1.4-3.1
84-88 I l0-l 18

As was mentioned eadier the measured increase in the chloride concentration for the Feathers is

2.7 Vo.If this figure is correct the nozzle velocity should then be 34 m/s (from Table 7.3) and

the corresponding cavern temperature temperature, cavern depth and mass flux would be

I lO"C, 4.6 mand 1066 kg/s. If A"n = 0.01 m2, then the eruption rate for the Feathers (Er) was

calculated using (7.4) to be 10.7 kg/s. Conesponding to a nozzle velocity of 34 m/s and

A*n= 0.01 m2, the height of eruption (Hpn.") can be calculated using (7.1) to be 6 m.
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Wail<orohihi

The height of eruption of Waikorohihi is also variabte. In 1906 it used to erupt to a height of

13 m. Detailed information about its activity between 1906 and 1967 andbetween 1975 and

l9g4 is not available. In particular there are no data available for 1977 when the sample of the

erupted water was collected by Noguchi. If the 1975 height of eruption of 5-6 m is used then

the increase in the chloride concentrations resulting from adiabatic flashing is only about l'6-

l.9vo (see Table 7.7a). However if a height of eruption of 13 m is used, which is in the

observed range for 19g4-g5 (see Table 2.3 inChapter 2) then the calculated cavern depth for

Waikorohihi is approximately 7 m and the calculated temperature there is 114oC' These

parameters give a calculated increase of chloride concentration of 3.87o wltrch is close to the

observed value of 4.6Vo.

The parameters presented in Table 7.7a were determined using an assumption that

A"r = 0.M5 m2 (A"ff is the product of the vent area of 0.06 m2 and a coefficient of contraction

of 0.75) which is the same as that used by Weir et al. (L992). Table 7.7b shows the parameters

for the Waikorohihi for other values of 4"6. The eruption rate for the Waikorohihi (E*) would

be about 2O kgls, as suggested by Weir et al. (lgg2) according to Cody's ratio, only if d6 is

very small, say about 0.02m2.

Table7.7a

possible cavern depth and temperature for Waikorohihi (Aeft=O'Oas mZ).

Height of Nozzle Cavern

eruption velocitY temp'
(m) (m/s) ('C)

Cavern Chloride Increase in the Mass Eruption

depth ratio Cl- concentrations flux rate

(m) @) (kg/m2's) (kg/s)

5
6
8
l3

18.4
22.1
29.4
47.8

106
r07
109
ll4

2.7
3.2
4.1
6.8

1.6
1.9
2.4
3.8

t0l3
t026
I 053
t077

45.6
46.2
47.4
48.5

l.0158
1.0186
1.0242
1.0382

Table 7.7b

Possible cavern depth, cavern temperature and eruption rate for Waikorohihi

for effective arlas of the vent (Aeff) range from 0.01 mz to 0'l I mz'

Parameter Effective areas of the vent (Aed
o.o2 m2 0.03 m2 0.(x5 m20.01 m2 0.06 m2

Height of eruPtion (m)
Nozzle velocity (rn/s)
Cavern temperature (oC)

Cavern depth (m)

Increase in Cl- conc. (7o)

Eruption rate (kg/s)

5-13
27-70
108-120
3.6-l l.l
2.1-5.7
l0-l I

5- l3
23-59
ro7 -r17
3.0-8.9
1.8-4.8
20-22

5-13
20-53
106-l l6
2.7-7.8
1.6-4.3
30-32

5- l3
l8-48
106-l l4
2.7-6.8
l.6-3.8
46-49

5-13
t7-45
105-l l3
2.3-6.O
1.3-3.6
60-65
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The measured increase in the chloride concentration in the erupted water for the Waikorohihi is

4.6 Vo.If this value is conect the nozzle velocity should then be 56.7 m/s (from Table 7.3) and

the corresponding cavern temperature temperature, cavern depth and mass flux would be

117"C,8.5 m and 1082 kg/s. Calculation using (7.4) shows that the eruption rate for the

Waikorohihi (E*) would be about 20 kg/s, as suggested by Weir etal. (1992) based on Cody's

ratio, only if A"n = 0.02 m2. Corresponding to a nozzle velocity of 56.7 m/s and A"n = 0.02

m2, the height of eruption (Hprume) can be calculated using (7.1) to be 12.6 m.

The present study showed up other uncertainties which may have contributed to errors in the

estimates of the eruption rate, cavern volume and hot and cold water inflows. These are:

(l) The ratio of the eruption rates from Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi used in the

calculations by Weir et al. (1992) are those estimated by Cody which were based only on

visual observation.

(2) In their calculation of the total volume of water discharged from the total mass of water

discharged Weir et al. (1992) used a water density of 1000 kg/m3 and rounded the results

to obtain the figures of 100, 10 and 50 m3 respectively for Pohutu, the Feathers and

Waikorohihi. A more accurate calculation, using the density of water at l00oC of 958

kg/m3 would give the values of 1M.4, 12.5 and 55.3 m3, respectivelY, for the volumes

discharged.

(3) Weir et al. (1992) assumed that all water in the cavern is discharged during the eruption.

Experimental studies carried out by the author using laboratory models (see Chapter 3),

however, shows that all the water in the channel was discharged during an eruption but

only about 2U3O7o of that in the chamber was discharged during an eruption.

( ) The interval between eruptions, the duration of water play and the eruption rate are assumed

constant. In fact they vary greatly, even when the Te Horu water level is high.

(5) The average interval between eruptions and duration of water play used in the calculation

may not be representative. Records of their activity for a longer period should be analysed

to find more rcpresentative parameter values.

(6) The temperature assumed for the hot upflow is probably too high. The assumed

temperature of hot water entering the geyser cavern is l80oC which corresponds to a

boiling pressure in the cavern of l0 bar. This is very high compared to the hydrostatic

pressures of 1.5 - 2.0 bar for the calculated cavern depths. The temperature in the deeper

reservoir is probably 180"C but that at the feed point for the geyser caverns may be lower.

The temperature of the hot upflow to each geyser may not be the same as the depths to their

caverns differ.
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7.2. Field Observations

In this section the activities of Pohutu, the Prince of Wales Feathers and Waikorohihi geysers

as observed by the author on the 19th and 20ft of August 1993 are discussed. On the fust day

the geysers were observed from site I (see Fig.l.2). This site was selected because it is the

only location from which the activities of Pohutu, the Feathers, Waikorohihi and Mahanga can

be observed at the same time. Initially attempts were made to note the activities of these four

geysers but it was very difficult to do so. Most of the time Pohunr and the Feathers played

together. The activities of Waikorohihi and Mahanga could not be simply described. For these

reasons the author then decided to note only the activities of Pohutu and the Feathers' On the

second day, in order to obtain a better view, Pohutu and the Feathers were observed from

site 2 (see Fig. 7.2). Because of steam in the air, Waikorohihi and Matranga cannot be seen

from these sites.

50050

tr sitel tr site2

Metrrt

Figarc 7.2 Sites of obsemation
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To decide on what data to collect and how they should be collected the author used the

nomenclature suggested by Fix (1969). He suggested that activity of a geyser in one cycle

(from any given point to the recurrence of the same point) should be divided into five phases

which in turn should be subdivided into separate stages for detailed recording. The divisions of

a cycle are:

(l) Premanitary phase.

This phase begins with the first indication that the quiet phase has ended, and ends with

the appearance of the first spurt of water thrown above the mouth of the geyser. This

phase is divided into two stages:

(i) Filling stage. This stage begins at the moment it is apparent that water begin to rise

above the level of the quiet phase and ends at the moment water overflows the lip for

the first time.

(ii) Overflow stage. This stage begins when water overflows the lip for the frst time.

(2) Preliminary phase.

The preliminary phase is the portion of the cycle during which water is discharged from

time to time above the geyser mouth. This phase begins with the appearance of the first

spurt of water or puffof steam above the mouth of the geyser.

(3) Eruption phase.

The eruption phase is the portion of the cycle during which the eruptive characteristics of

the geyser are evident. This stage is divided into four stages: initiation stage, rising stage,

maximum stage and falling stage. This stage ends when no more water is discharged.

(4) Steam phase.

The steam phase is the portion of the cycle during which steam is emitted from the mouth

of the geyser. This stage is divided into two: violent steam stage and passive steam stage.

(5) Quiet phase.

Quiet phase is the portion of the cycle between the end of the steam phase and the

beginning of the next premonitory phase.

Fix (1969) also suggested an observer should prepare the recording sheets in advance so the

time of the occurence of each phase or stage can be recorded easily (to the nearest second).

The activities of Pohutu and the Feathers were difficult to record using the nomenclature

suggested by Fix (1969). The beginning of the premonitory phases of Pohutu and the

Feathers, i.e. when water level began to rise, could not be seen because the observations sites

were too far away from the geyser vents. For the same reasons, the overflow stage could not

be seen. The end of the premonitory phase, i.e. the appearance of the first spurt of water

thrown above the mouth of the geyser, however, could be seen cleady. The preliminary phase

of Pohutu and the Feathers, during which water was discharged from time to time before the

eruption, was clearly seen. The times when full column eruption began and when it started to
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decline were also clear. The beginning and the end of the steam phase were difficult to

determine.

For the above reasons the activity of Pohutu geyser in one cycle was simplified into four st4ges

(see Fig. 7.3):

(1) Pre-play stage.

This stage began when water appeared for the first time above the mouth of the geyser (see

Fig.7.4). Usually water was first discharged in a burst then followed by a series of bursts

or splashing eruptions. The activity proceeded with intermittent discharge of water up to

2 m high. From time to time the bursts became stronger, higher and more frequent,

reaching 5 to 8 m high. With gradually increasing force these pre-play bursts led into the

full column eruption.

(2) Full column eruption stage.

The full column eruption of Pohutu began when great quantities of water were suddenly

discharged from the vent and water rapidly shot up to 15 to 20 m in height (see Fig. 7.5).

The eruption was so strong that a steady column of water was thrown far into the air. It

has become the major attraction of Pohutu's activity. This major eruption lasted about 34
minutes.

(3) Decline or falling stage.

This stage began when the height of the eruption of Pohutu suddenly dropped to 8-10 m in

height. Thereafter the activity the geyser gradually decreased with time.

(4) Quiet stage.

During this stage Pohutu showed no water activity. Usually stearn was emitted from the

vent at the end of the stage as it began to prepare for another eruption.

In order to determine the duration of each stage, the duration of activity and the interval

between fulI column eruptions, the following data were noted:

(1) The time when water, for the first time, appeared above the mouth of the geyser.

(2) The time when full column eruption began.

(3) The time when the full column eruption started to decline.

(4) The time when the geyser become inactive or no longer showed water activity.

The Feathers geyser has different performance characteristics, in that during the 'quiet' stage it
discharged water continuously to 0.5-lm heights; it hardly ever became inactive. After a few

minutes the activity proceeded with the intermittent discharge of water to l-2 m. From time to

time the spout of water became higher reaching up to 5 m in height. The full colurnn eruption

began when water was suddenly shot up to 10-12 m with the water column angled slightly

away from the vertical.
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Active active->l

L+ Stage-l>L- Stage-2 Stage-3 Stage'4 >l
I n"-ptuy I run column eruption I o""tin" I Oi* |

wat€r full column

appears for eruption
thefirst begins

time

fullcolumn
eruption
decline

inactive water
aPPears for
the first
time

Figure 7.3 Schematic tirne log of the surface activity of Pohun geyser in one cycle

Te Horu

Fisare 7.4 Water disclnrsins in a burst for the frrst time frorn Pohutu geyser.Water is continuously discharged- lroin the Feathers geyser Ser the fuIl colwm 9lqplion has stopped
(Photo: Stiptadji, August 20, 1993).
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Figure 7.5 Pohutu geyser at the beginning of afutl column eruption (Photo: Saptadii, August 20' 1993 ).

The activity of the Feathers in one cycle can be simplified into four stages (see Fig' 7.6):

Stage-1

Stage-2

Stage-3

Stage-4

continuous discharge up to heights of 0.5-1 m (quiet)

intermittent discharge up to heights of 1-2m (pre-play)

full column eruption up to heights of 8-12m

falling or decline (< 6m heights)

In order to determine the duration of each stage and the interval between eruptions for the

Feathers the following data was noted:

(1) The time when the geyser began to discharge water continuously up to heights of 0.5-lm.

(2) The time when the geyser began to discharge water intermittently up to heights of 1-2 m.

(3) The time when the full column eruption began.

(4) The time when the full column eruption began to decline.
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A tape recorder and a digital watch were used in the present study to note the time of the

occurrence of each stage and to note what were seen. As suggested by Fix (1969) time was

recorded to the nearest second.

LC Stage-l >l+ Shge-2 Stage-3 Stage.f >- |

| "ontinuou, | ,nr"rmittent I tutt column I a""nn" o, I

discharge

to 0.5-lm
heights

discharge

> lm heights

eruption

8-l0m heights

falling

<6m heights

Figure 7.6 Schenatic time log of the surface activity of the Feathers geyser in one cycle

On the 19ft and 20s of August 1993, Pohutu and the Feathers erupted very frequently. On the

first day, these two geysers were observed for about 5 hours (from 08:50:32 until 14:21:00),

and erupted 2l times. On the second day, in about 6 hours (from 08:51:00 until 15:06:57)

these geysers erupted 27 times The durations of the quiet stage, the pre-play stage, the full

column eruption stage, the falling stage and the interval between eruptions are presented in

Appendix G. They were variable, as described later in this section, but most eruptions of

Pohutu lasted about 3 to 4 minutes, separated by intervals of about 7 minutes (see Table 7.8

and Fig. 7 .7 for the average values). Usually about I minute after the major eruptions ended

Pohutu became completely quiet for a duration of about 4 minutes. The first burst usually

occurred about 2 minutes before the next eruption began. Overall, in one cycle Pohutu was

active for about 6-7 minutes.

interval between eruptions (7'08") , duration of 
I

eruptioni3+3'; +l

f ir#; i.- ffii,f trsi;' t Yr';";;H,"*l

Figure 7.7 Summary of activity for Pohutu geyser on the 2dh of August 1993 in one cycle.
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Table 7.8

Summary of activity for Pohutu geyser on the lgth and 20th of August 1993

Average for
19 August 1993

Average for Average for
20 August 1993 19 and 20 August 1993

height of full column eruPtion
duration of decline or falling stage (t1)

duration of quiet stage (t2)

duration of pre-PlaY stage (t3)

duration of full column eruption stage (t4)

interval between eruptions (t1+t2+t3)

duration of active period (t1+t3+t4)

total length of cycle (t1+t2+t3+t4)

l5-20 m
l'30"
4',44"
l'15"
3',36"
7',29"
6'.2t"
I l'05 "

15-20 m
t'24"
3',41"
2'03"
3'43"
7'08"
7'10"
t0'5I"

15-20 m
r'27"
4'l 3"
l'39"
3'40"
7',19"
6',46"
l0'59"

Most of the time the Feathers erupted together with Pohutu. The eruption of the Feathers was a

precursor of an eruption of Pohutu. It usually began 30 seconds before the eruption of Pohutu'

A major eruption of the Feathers generally occured every 6 minutes (see Table 7.9 and Fig'

7.8 for the average values). Most eruptions lasted about 4 minutes, and thereafter the eruptions

slowly subsided. After about 2 minutes the eruption finished, although the geyser never fell

completely quiet. The Feathers was 'quiet' for about 2 minutes. Thereafter water spouted

intermittently, also for about 2 minutes, until the eruption began'

duration of
eruPtiont+'r+"r +l

full column eruption
8-10 m heights

(4'14')

Figure 7.8 Summary of activiry for the Feathers geyser on the 2dh of August 1993 in one cycle.

Table 7.9

Summary of activity for the Feathers geyser on the lgth and 20th of August 1993

interval between eruptions (6'08")

decline stage I continuous discharge I intermittent discharge

<6mheighs | ,o0.5-tmheights I tlmheights
(t'47").e'r4")t(2'07")

Average for
19 August 1993

Average for
20 August 1993

height of full column eruPtion
duration of decline or falling stage (t1)

duration of continuous discharge (t2)

duration of intermittent discharge (t3)

duration of full column eruption stage (t4)

interval between eruptions (t1+t2+t3)

total length of cycle (t1+t2+t3+t4)

l0-12 m
_r)

-r)
_t)

4',29"
6'08"
t 0'37.

l0-l2m
r'47"
z',14"
2',07"
4',t4"
6'08"
to'22"

l) data could not be collected because the activity of the geyser prior to an eruption cannol be seen clear$ ftom site'l'
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It is interesting to note the variations in the activity of Pohutu and the Feathers and the changes

in their activity after the eruption of Kereru geyser which erupted once on the 20ft of August

1993. The eruption of Kereru, which began after Pohutu and the Feathers had been playing for

30 s, was extremely brief. It lasted only 30 s (it began at 12:23:08 and stopped at 12:23:35) but

it discharged a very large quantity of water to the atmosphere to a height very much the same as

the height of an eruption of Pohutu geyser, which at that time was playing to about 15 m. Also

discussed here is the effect that long eruptions of the Feathers, Waikorohihi and Mahanga

geysers have on the activity of Pohutu.

Duration offull cohnwt eruPtion

Shown in Figs. 7.9a are the variations in the duration of the full column eruption of Pohutu

geyser. The eruption varied from I to 8 minutes in length but most lasted about 2to 4 minutes.

Cycle numbers

@ I9Augustl99j | 20Aueustl993

Figure T.9a Duration of fult column eruptions of Pohutu qugust 19-atd 20, 1993)' The durations of full colwtn

eiptions for cycle numbeis 13 (August, Zq ana i8 6rgutt, 19) cannot be determined because eitler the time wlun the

fuli colwtn eription began or tte tine wlwn it started to decline, or both of then, were missed.

The Feathers, as mentioned earlier, most of the time erupted together with Pohun'r and therefore

the durations of eruption are very much the same order of magnitude (see Figs. 7 .9b). Nearly

all eruptions lasted between 3 to 5 minutes. On two occasions, however, the eruption lasted

about l0 minutes, while that of Pohutu lasted only for about 4 minutes. At that time, the water

and heat inflows feeding the cavern of the Feathers must have been greater than the average.

What caused this change, however, is not known because it did not have an observed effect

upon the other geYsers.
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Cycle numbers

Vl 19 Ausust 1993 | 2|Augtgt 1993

Figure 7.9b Duration of full column eruptions for the Feathers (August 19 and 20, 1993). The durations of full

"oir*rn 
eruptions for cycie'numbers 20 and 2t (Aigust, 19) cannot be diermined because the timc when thc full column

eruption bigan or the time wlvn it started to decline were missed'

Duration of decline ffallingl stage.

The duration of the falling stage of Pohutu varied greatly, particularly immediately after Kereru

erupted (see Fig. 7.10). It ranged from just 30 seconds to about 8 minutes. Similarly' the

eruptions of the Feathers ranged from just 30 seconds to about 10 minutes. About 60 Vo of

those measured, however, were between 1-3 minutes. After the eruption of Kereru the activity

of pohutu and the Feathers changed greatly. After the full column eruptions ended, the

spouting of water from the geysers proceeded to varying heights, reaching as much as 10 m,

for about 30 minutes. Occasionally water was discharged up to 15 m but in much stnaller

quantities than during the full column eruptions.

Kereru geyser is believed to have no connection with other geysers berause the sinter there has

a different composition from that deposited by the other geysers. However, the great change in

the activities of pohutu and the Feathers after the eruption of Kereru suggests that Kereru does

have an underground connection with Pohutu and the Feathers. During the eruption of Kereru

some hot water may have been diverted somewhere else, probably to Te Horu, and caused the

water and heat feeding the cavern of Pohutu and the Feathers to increase, and therefore these

two geysers stayed in the falling stage much longer than on average.
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Cycle numbers

El 19 August 1993 A 20 Aueust 1993

Figurc 7.10 Duration of fallin7 stage for Pohutu (August 19 and 20, 1993). Thc durations of the fahing stage for
cyile runrbers 14 (August, 20) and 19 (August, 19) cawot be determined becarne the rtmes wlen thc previous eruption

started to decline were missed.

Duration of quiet stage.

Shown in Fig. 7.1I is the variation in the duration of the quiet stage for Pohutu. This figure

shows the interesting changes in the performance of Pohutu after the long eruption of the

Feathers and during the eruptions of Waikorohihi and Matranga. At that time Waikorohihi and

Matranga were very active. They erupted every few seconds in turn or sometimes together.

Every few seconds there was a brief pause but in total they were active for about I hour. A lot

of water and heat must have been discharged during the eruption of the Feathers, Matranga and

Waikorohihi and therefore a long time was rcquircd to regain water and heat to feed Pohutu and

thercfore the interval between eruptions for Pohutu became very long.

As Fig. 7.11 shows, following the eruption of Kereru, the duration of the quiet period of
pohutu was very much the same as before (cycte 16 on the 20th of August), indicating that

water and heat feeding Pohutu must have been adequate even though a large amount of water

and heat was discharged bY Kereru.
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9 l0 r I 1213 l4l5 l6 l7 l8 l9 20212223242526

Cycle numbers

@ l9August 1993 | 20August 1993

Figure 7.71 Duration of quiet stage for Pohutu (Augustlg and 20,.1.993). The durations of the quiet sthge for cycle

,,i^b"r, 17 (August, zolii rc (A,isust, 19) cannolbe determined because thc times when water, for the first time,

appeared above the mouth ofthe Seyser were missed'

The Feathers, as mentioned before, has different performance characteristics from Pohutu in

that it very seldom becomes inactive or completely silent after the full column eruption had

declined. During the'quiet stage'the Feathers discharged water continuously to about 0.5-1 m

in height. On the 20th of August, the duration of the quiet stages of the Feathers ranged from

40 seconds to 6 minutes but 63 Vo those measured were between 1-3 minutes'

Duration of pre-plaY stage.

The duration of the pre-play stage of Pohutu varied greatly. On the 19ft of August it ranged

from just 9 seconds to 5 minutes whereas on the 19ft of August, it ranged from 30 seconds to

l0 minutes. As can be seen in Fig. 7 .12, overall the duration of the pre-play stage observed on

the 19ft of August (from site l) were shorter than those observed on the 20h of August (from

site 2). This may be related to the clearer view available from site 2, which may have resulted

in more accurate measurements. Of 26 cycles observed on August 2O,84Vo are between 14

minutes.

The duration of the pre-play stage (intermittent discharge) for the Feathers was difficult to

determine accurately. This is because the transition from continuous discharge (stage 1) and

intermittent discharge (stage 2) was not always obvious. On the 20th of August, the durations

of the pre-play stage of the Feathers ranged from just 30 seconds to 20 minutes but 6O Vo wete

between l-3 minutes.
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Cycle numbers

@ I9August 1993 | 20Ausust 1993

Figure 7.12 Duration of pre-phy stctge for Pohutu (August !9 *d 20, 1993). The durations of tlw pre'play stoge for
cy-cle nwbers 17 (Aue;t, Zill ha I-E (lugust, 19) camot be determined because thc times whcn water, for tfu first
time, appeared above thc mouth of thc Seyser werc missed'

Int e m al be tw e en e ruPtions.

The interval between eruptions for Pohutu ranged from about 4 minutes to I hour (see Fig.

7.13a). Mostly, however, Pohutu erupted every 5 to 8 minutes. The longest interval between

eruptions was that after the eruption of the Feathers and during the eruption of Waikorohihi and

Matranga. After Kereru erupted, the interval between eruptions of Pohutu was longer than the

average because of the long duration of the falting stage.

8 9 l0 rl 1213l4l5 l6l7 l8 1920212223242526

Cycle numbers

Vl 19 August 194.3 | 2|August 194.3
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Figure 7.73a Intemals between eruptions for Pohutu (August 19 and 20 ,1993). TIE intenals between eruptions for

"yZt" 
,*rU"r, 14, 18 and 19 (Augist, 20j cannot be determined either because the time when the previous eruption

smned n decline or the time when the eruption began were missed'
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The interval between eruptions for the Feathers ranged from 3 to 55 minutes (see Fig. 7.13b)'

Mostly, however, the Feathers erupted every 4to7 minutes'

Cycle numbers

El 19 Augnst 1993 | 20Augnst 1993

Figure 7.ljb Intewals between eruptions for the Feathers (August 19 and 20, 1993)'

7.3. Processes within the sYstem

processes likely to occur within the cavern of Pohutu and the Feathers are probably similar to

those observed in the laboratory models. There is no doubt that Pohutu and the Feathers are fed

by both hot water and cool water. The hot water originates from the deep geothermal system

under the Whakarewarewa area. The cool water may be from Te Horu, as suggested by Weir et

al. (Lgg2),or it may be from the shallow ground water zone nearby or a combination of both.

The eruptions of pohutu and the Feathers most likely occur as a result of vigorous boiling of

water in the geyser caverns. As water is discharged during an eruption, the pressure in the

cavern drops. Immediately hot and cold water flows into the cavern, mix with the residual

water from the preceding eruption and fill up the cavern. The cavern filling probably takes

place during the falling stage and the quiet stage. During the filling of the cavern the

temperature of water in the cavern probably increases with time but remains below the boiling

point temperature, even after the cavern is completely full and water appears at the surface.

Thereafter the heating processes continues. Over this period water is discharged intermittently

from the vent of the geyser. The splashes or surges of water become larger and more frequent,

probably because of the growth and collapse of steam bubbles at depth. When the water is hot

enough and it boils vigorously the major eruption occurs. The schematic time log of the surface

activity and the processes within the Pohutu cavern is given in Fig. 7.14. Detuls for the
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duration of cavern filling of Pohutu are shown in Fig. 7.15. The average values for each day

is given in Table 7.10.

interval between full column eruption
(7'08")

I duration of 
I

;t:i';"

cavemfilling heatingof water +l+ vigorous *l
& heating of I continues I boiling 

I
water (5'05") t (2'03") t (3'43") |

l* decline quiet +l pre-play +k- tullcolumn 5|
I iff;, I lfii) | li6i', I l#JJiio,', I

+
I

full column
eruption
decline

Figure 7.14 Schenatic time log of the surface activity and the processes within the system for one cycle of
the Pohutu geyser.
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The processes in the Feathers are similar but the cavern of the Feathers is probably quite small

and therefore it is completely full by the time the fatling stage ends. Therefore water is

continuously discharged from the Feathers during its 'quiet stage'. The temperature of water in

the cavern, however, remains below the boiting point temperature for water. The water is thus

heated during the continuous and intermittent discharge stages. The schematic time log of the

surface activity and the processes within the cavern is given in Fig. 7'16'

Table 7.10

Estimates of average duration of cavem filling and duration of heating for Pohutu and the Feathers

Pohutu/)
19 August 1993 20 August 1993

Feathers2)
20 August 1993

Duration of cavem filling
Duration of heating up

6'14"
t'15"

5'05"
z',03"

t'47"
4',21"

I ) duration of ca,ern fiIting = duration oI the dec.line smge + duration of tlu quict stage'' 
duration 67 heating up = duration of tlY prc-play smge'

2) duration 6f carcifiiling = duration of tlu decliru stage-' 
iuration iy heatin[ up ; arriiii i iii continuous diclurge stagc + duration of the intcrmineil disclnrge stage.

cavern filling (1'47") heating of water continue (4'21")

decline or falling
< 6 m heights

continuous
discharge

to 0.5-1 m
heights

intermittent
discharge

> I m heights

4',14"

full column
eruption
8-10 m heights

interval between eruptions (6'08")

Figure 7.16 Schematic time tog of the surface activity and the processes within the system for one cycle of
the Feathers geyser,

As was mentioned earlier there is a possiblity that Kereru has an underground connection with

Te Horu. A great change in the activity of Pohutu and the Feathers after the eruption of Kereru

suggests that during the eruption of Kereru some hot water may have been diverted somewhere

else, probably to Te Horu, and caused the water and heat feeding the cavern of Pohutu and the

Feathers to increase. An improved conceptual model for the Rotorua geysers which includes
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the Kereru geyser is shown in Fig. 7 .17 . The model also includes the upflow of hot water

from depths and the recharge of cold water from the shallow ground water zone nearby, to Te

Horu (see Fig. 7.1 for comparison). The recharge of cold water to Te Horu, which was a

geyser in the past, must be high to be able to feed all the nearby geysers and to quench Te Horu

and stop it erupting.

Ke[Em Feathers Pohutu TeHont Waikorohihi

Figare 7.77 Improved conceptual nndel for the Rotorua geysers',

iJfn" prince oy wot6 Featicrs. R=inflow rate of hot watir frgm +ptt*. X=inflow rate of cooler water from Te

Horu. E=eraption rate. ir=in" TrorUin of the erupted watei Trom Pohutu retuming to Te Horu. Subscripts f, p'

w, t and k arifor Feather's, Pohutqwaikorohihi, Te Horu and Kereru respectively.
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7.4. Estimation of subsurface parameters for Pohutu and the Feathers

A review of the subsurface parameters for the Rotorua geysers deduced by Weir et al. (1992),

and previously discussed in section 7.1, clearly shows that it is not possible to obtain accurate

estimates for the cavern depth, cavern temperature and eruption rate for the Rotorua geysers

because of the uncertainties in the height of eruption and the size of the vent. The possible

cavern depth, cavern temperature and eruption rate for Pohutu and the Feathers, previously

discussed in section 'l.l,are summarised here in Tables 7.11 and T.l2respectively. These

pararreters cannot be verified from the present study because the heights of eruption were only

approximately measured and changes in the chloride concentrations in the erupted water were

not measured during the field observation. On August 19 and 20, t993, Pohutu most of the

time erupted to about 20 m,which is the same as observed by Weir et al. (1992). The heights

of the eruption of the Feathers were approximately half those of Pohutu (about l0 m), which is

2 m higher than the observed value given by Weir etal. (1992). However, the interval between

eruptions and the duration of eruptions (see Table 7.13) were much shorter than those of Weir

et aL. (1992).

Table 7.ll

Possible cavern depth, cavern temperature and eruption rate for Pohutu

Parameter Range/) Estimation with assumptions that the

increase in Cl- conc. of 5.8 %, as

measured by^Lloyd (1975), and
Asfi=0.09 mz, as suggested bY-

WCir et al. (1992), are accuratel)

Weir et al.

{osgDl)

Effective area of the vent (m2)

Height of eruption (m)
Nozzle velocity (m/s)
Cavern temperature (oC)
Cavern depth (m)

Increase in Cl- conc. (%)
Eruption rate (kg/s)

0.08-0. r 2
l 5-30
43-96
ll3-t29
6-17
3.5-8.0
86-l3l

0.09
23
7r
t2l
ll
5.8
98

0.09
20
62
llE
9

4.9
98

1) discussed in section 7.1.

As was mentioned in section 7.1 the eruption rate from the Feathers can be as much as l0 kg/s'

as suggested by Weir et al. (1992) and based on Cody's ratio, only if the effective cross

sectional area of the vent is about 0.01 m2 (see Table 7.6b). The eruption rate of l0 kg/s for the

Feathers is probably too low, because most of the time on the 196 and 20ft of August 1993 the

Feathers erupted to a height of about half of the eruption height of Pohutu (10 m). If the height

of eruption of 10 m and the increase in the chloride concentration of 2.7 Vo are correct, the

nozzle velocity should then be 34 mls (from Table 7.3) and the cavern temperature, cavern

depth and mass flux would be 110oC,4.6 m and 1066 kg/s respectively. The effective area of
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the vent and the eruption rate, calculated using (7.1) and (7.4) respectively, would tr'0.062m2

and 66 kg/s respectivelY.

Table7.l2

Possible cavern depth, cavern temp€rature and eruption rate for the Feathers

Parameter Ranger) Estimation with assumptions
that the increase in Cl- conc.
of 2.7 % and the height of
eruption of l0 m arc accurat€.

Weir et al.

QsgDt)

Effective area of the vent (m2)
Height of eruption (m)
Nozzle velocity (m/s)
Cavern temperature (oC)

Cavem depth (m)

Increase in Cl- conc. (%)
Eruption rate (kg/s)

0.01-0.1I
6- l3
I 8-70
105-l2l
2-tr
|.4-5.7
I l-l l8

0.062
10
34
ll0
5

2.7
66

0.083
8
26
r07
3

2.O
re)

1) discussed in section 7.1.
2) calculated based on Cody's ratio (Ep:E7Es,=10: I:2)-

Eruption rate for tlrc Featlurs=I/10 x eruption rate for Pohutu

The inflow rates of hot and cold water to Pohutu (Ro and Xp), given in Table '1.13, were

calculated using (7.12), (7.13) respectively using asumPtions that Tn=ll8"C, Th=180"C,

Tc=60oC and Ep=98 kg/s, as suggested by Weir et al. (1992). The inflow rates of hot and cold

water to the Feathers (Rr and Xg) were calculated using (7.14) and (7.15) resPectively with

assumptions that T1=l10"C, Th=180"C, Tc=60oC and E566 kg/s'

The mass of the ejected water during the full column eruption of Pohutu (Mep) was calculated

as follow:

lvtp = dp &

where is the dp is duration of play and Ep is the eruption rate for Pohutu. The volume of ejected

(7.18)

(7.re)

water (Vsp) is determined as follow:

vep = 
dP EP

p

For the calculation p was assumed equal to 958 kg/m3 (water density at 100'C) and F-n is 98

kgls. The volume of water discharged during the full column eruption bf the Feathers was

determined in the same way as for Pohutu.

It is difficult to estimate the cavern volume of a geyser. Weir et al. (1992) assumed that the

volume of the geyser charrber is approximately equal to the volume of water ejected during the
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eruption. Experimental study using laboratory models (see Chapter 3), on the other hand'

showed that only 20 to 30 7o of water in the chamber was ejected during the eruption'

Steinberg et al. (1978) used the term " free volu.me" for the volume of the cavern occupied by

steam and air after an eruption. This volume is approximately equal to the volume of water

ejected during an eruPtion.

Table 7.13

observed data and subsurface paramaters for Pohutu and the Feathers

19 August 1993 20 August 1993 Weir et al. (1992)

Pohutu:
Height of eruption (m)
Interval between eruPtions, tp (s)

Duration of eruption, dp (s)

Cavern temperature, Tp eC)
Eruption rate, Ep (key's)

Temperature of hot water, Tl ('C)
Temperature of cold water, T6 (oC)

Inflow rate of hot water, Rp (k8y's)

Inflow rate of cold water, Xp (kg/s)

Total mass of water erupted, lvlep (tonnes)

Volume of water eruPted, V"p (m')

Feathers:
Height of eruption (m)
Interval between eruPtions, tg (s)

Duration of eruPtion, d;(s)
Cavern temperature, Tf ("C)

Eruption rate, E1(kg/s)
Temperature of hot water, Tn ('C)
Temperature of cold water, T6 (oC)

Inflow rate of hot water, R1(kg/s)
Inflow rate of cold water, X1 (kgls)

Total mass of water erupted, Ir4.1 (tonnes)

Volume of water eruPted, Vef (m3)

20
449
216
lr8
98
180

60
22.8
24.4
21.2
22.r

10
368
269
110/)
661)
180

60
20.r
28.r
17.8

18.5

20
428
223
118

98
180

60
24.7
26.4
2t.9
22.8

l0
368
254
I l0I)
661)
180

60
18.9
26.6
16.8

r7.5

20
3060
ru20
ll8
98
180

60
l6
t7
100

100

8
4800
1200

IUI
re)
180

60
I
1.5

n3)
l0J)

r)

2)

3)

Determined with assumptions tlwt the increase in the Cl- concentration of 2'7 Vo, as mcasured by Noguchi

( Ig77), and the height if observation of I0 m, as observed by the author, are correct (see Table 7-12).

Calculated based on Cody's ratio (Ep:EYEy'=10:I:2).

Eruption rate for the Feathers= l/10 x eruption rate for Pohutu

Weir et al. (1992) rounded the calculated total mass of water erupted to obtain afigure of I0 m3 for the

volume of water eruPted.
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7.5. Summary

presented in Table 7.14 is a summary of the observed data and estimates for the subsurface

pararneters for pohutu and the Feathers geysers. As data collected on the 20th of August 1993

is more accurate, only these data are summarised in this section. There may still be

considerable uncertainty about the values of the subsurface parameters. It is impossible to

determine these parameters with great accuracy, even if the heights of eruption and the increase

in the chloride concentration in the erupted water are accurately measured, because of the

uncertainties in the actual size and geometry of the vent and the inflow temperatures. It is thus

essential to do a sensitivity study when these parameters are used for modelling studies. The

present work also shows that it is important to record the activity of geysers in detail. Observed

data should include the duration of the quiet stage, the duration of the pre-play stage, the

duration of the eruption and the duration of the falting stage as well as the the interval between

eruptions. As discussed in the next two chapters, the interval between eruptions and the

duration of eruption by themselves are not very useful for model calibration.

Table 7.14

Observed data and subsurface parameters for the Pohutu and the Feathers geysea

Parameter Pohutu
Weir et al. (1992) 20 August 1993

Feathers
Weir et al. (1992) 20 August 1993

Height of eruption (m)
Duration of falling stage (s)

Duration of quiet stage (s)

Duration of pre-PlaY stage (s)

Duration of eruption (s)

Interval between eruPtions (s)

^-

1020
3060

20
84
221
t23
223
428

I
1200
4800

l0
t07
r34
127
254
36E

Duration of cavern filligg (s)

Duration of heating (s)//
305
123

r07
26r

Cavern temperaturc ('C)
Cavern depth (m)
Eruption rate (kg/s)
Total volume iiitrargeO (m3)

Inflow rate of cold water (kg/s)

Inflow rate of hot water ftg/s)
Temperature of hot water (oC)

Temperature of cold water ('C)

r07
3
l0
l0
1.5
I
180
60

llE
9
98
100
t7
l6
180
60

lr8
9
98
22.8
24.4
22.8
180
160

ll0
5
66
r7,5
26.6
18.9
180
60

-) data is not available
I ) duration of heatinS=duration of pre'play snge
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Chapter 8

MATIIEMATICAL MODELS OF GEYSERS
AT ROTORUA GEOTIIERMAL FIELD

This chapter discusses the results of a mathematical modelling study of three geysers: Pohutu,

the prince of wales Feathers and Waikorohihi geyser (available field data were previously

discussed in Chapter 7), which was carried out by the author using the Steinberg model

(Chapter 4) and the data given by Weir et al. (1992). The objectives of this study are as

follows:

(i) To simulate the performance of Pohutu, the Prince of Wales Feathers and Waikorohihi

geysers as described by weir et al. (1992) (listed in Table 7.1).

(ii) To determine their sensitivity to changes in the flowrate and temperature of the cool and

hot inflow which may be caused by the operation of nearby production wells.

The conceptual basis for the models developed here is the same as that of Weir and co-workers

(see Fig. 7.1) but in the present study the subsurface interconnections between Pohutu, Prince

of Wales Feathers and Waikorohihi geysers are not modelled. Each geyser is modelled here

individually as a large charrber connected to the surface by a small channel and fed from a deep

hot water and shallow cool water from Te Horu. This conceptual model fits the Steinberg

model well. Since no data were given by Weir et al. (1992) on the duration of cavern filling

and the duration of pre-play, the models as described later in this chapter were only calibrated

against the observed interval between eruptions. [n an extension of this work, (discussed later

in Chapter 9) improved models for Pohutu were developed using both the Steinberg model

(Chapter 4) and the variable density model (Chapter 5) and were calibrated against the data

collected by the author on the 20th of August 1993 (Table 7.8 in Chapter 7). In the next chapter

the numerical approach is also used to set up a fully transient model for Pohutu. The work

discussed in the present chapter has been accepted for publication (Saptadji et al., 1994).

8.1. Mathematical models

The data used here are mainly those deduced by Weir et at. (1992) previously given in Table

7.2 (Chapter 7). In all cases it was assumed for the model calculations that the initial state, just

after the eruption, was as follows:

Temperature of residual water, Tchl = 100"C

Pressure in the chamber after an eruption' Pt = l'01325 bar
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The volume of residual water after an eruption must be specified for the Steinberg model.

However, Weir et al. (1992) assumed that the volume of the geyser cavern is equal to the

volume of the ejected water during the eruption. That means that they assume that 100 7o of

water in the charnber and in the channel is erupted during the eruption, and thus the volume of

residual water after an eruption (Vo) is zero. In the present study it is assumed that Vs is l0vo

of the chamber volume. The sensitivity of the model results to the value chosen for Vs was

investigated and is discussed later in this chapter.

For the Rotorua geysers the pressure-dependent flow of cold water assumed in the Steinberg

model is provided by the flow from Te Horu, with the water level in Te Horu corresponding to

the pressure P* used in (4.1). In fact the water level in Te Horu varies during some eruptions

by Pohutu (see Weir et al., 1992) but keeping it fixed during the time between eruptions is a

reasonable approximation.

8.1.1. Pohutu

To begin with, the performance of Pohutu geyser was simulated using the model parameters

suggested by Weir et al. (1992) listed in Table 8.1. The volume of residual water is assumed to

be l0 Vo of the chamber volume, that is V610 m3. Assuming that the cavern depth is 9 m, the

atmospheric pressure is 1.01325 bar and the density of cold water is 1000 kg/m3 then the

hydrostatic pressure for the channel full of water is 1.9 bar. The pressure at the cold water zone

(P*) is not known but is assumed here to be 2 bar, a value slightly larger than the hydrostatic

pressure. Corresponding to a cold inflow of Gs1 = I'7- kg/s, as suggested by Weir et al. (1992),

a recharge parameter aF1.7228 x l0a m.s was used.

Table 8.1

Model parameters for Pohutu (Weir et al.,1992)

Cavern volume, V1

Cavern depth, h
Cross section area of the channel, s

Temperature associated with full column, Tsh

Tempcrature of cold water, Ts
Temperature of hot watcr, Th
Mass flow rate of hot water, G5

Mass flow rate of cold water, Gcl

=1(X)m3
=9m
= O.l2 n?
= ll8oC
= 60oC

= l80oC

= 16 kg/s

= 17 kgls

The model results (called here case A) are summarised in Table 8.2. The interval between

eruptions predicted by the model is 49 minutes, only 2 minutes shorter than the value given by

Weir et al. (1992) as the average interval between eruptions for Pohutu. A much better

agreement to the observed interval between eruptions can be obtained by: (i) decreasing the
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inflow rate of hot water (case B in Table 8.2), (iD increasing the inflow rate of cold water to the

charnber (case C), or (iii) decreasing the volume of the residual water (case D)'

Summary of model,"r,1[T.t;"hutu (steinberg model)

Observed Case A Case B Case C Case D

(Weir et al.,1992)

Mass flow rate of hot water (Gh)

Mass flow rate of cold water (Gs1)

Total mass flow rate of water (G1)

Volume of residual water (V0)

Duration of chamber filling
Duration of channel filling.
Duration of cavem fillingr/
Duration of pre-plaY
Interval between eruPtions

16 kg/s 16 kg/s
18.6 kg/s 17 kg/s
34.6^kg/s 33 kg/s
lOmr I mJ

2601 s 3fi)0 s

43s 43s
2644 s 3M3 s

4l9s ls
3063 s 3044 s3060 s

16 kg/s
17 kg/s
33 ke/s
l0 m3
2727 s

4s
2771 s

156 s

2927 s

15.6 kg/s
l7 kg/s
32.6 kg/s
l0 m3
2765 s

44s
2809 s

V{7 s

305? s

I) duration ol ctumber lilting plus duration of channel filling'

In case B, Gh-15.6 kg/s, which is 0.4 kg/s less than the value given by Weir et al. (1992).

This amended model predicted that it should take 2809 s to fill the cavern Md247 s to heat up

the water to boiling. Thus the interval between eruptions predicted by the model is 3057 s'

which is very close to the observed value. Fig. 8.1 shows the pressure and the temperature in

the chamber and the inflow of cold water versus time predicted by the model. During the

chanrber filling (A-B), the pressure and the inflow of cold water into the charnber are assumed

constant at 1.01325 bar and 17 kg/s respectively. During this stage the water temperature

increases from l00oC to I l6"C according to the model. During the channel filling (B-C)' the

pressure in the chamber increases to 1.9 bar as the water level in the channel increases and the

inflow of cold water decreases from 17 kg/s to 1.8 kg/s. The water temperature in the chamber,

however, increases by only 0.2"C. After the channel is full, the pressure in the chamber

remains constant at l.g bar (C-D). The inflow of cold water is consequently constant too' at

1.8 kg/s. As the temperature in the chamber is still below the boiling point the heating process

continues. During this stage the hot inflow is higher than the cold inflow and therefore the

temperature in the chamber increases with time. The eruption occurs when the water

temperature reaches the boiling point associated with the hydrostatic pressure for the full

column (l lg.C). This model predicts that the water overflows from the channel for about 4

minutes prior to eruption. In reality water does overflow from Pohutu prior to eruption

(Mcleod, lggg; Weir et al., lgg2)but data are not available on the actual duration of overflow.

From the model calculations Teql = l2}"C,which is 20"C higher than Tsh1, and Teq2 = 179"C,

which is 59.C higher than Tsh2. Thus the Steinberg model predicts that Pohutu should have

pulsating boiling spring behaviour as well as geyser behaviour. This type of behaviour for

Pohutu is observed (Weir et a1.,1992).
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One problem with the Steinberg model, as discussed in Chapter 4 and 5, is that the model does

not take into account the presence of steam even though the temperature in the chanrber is

higher than the boiling point. For the case under discussion, for example, during the chamber

filling the temperature increased from 100"C to 116"C, thus the water would have boiled as the

pressure in the chamber is constant at atmospheric'

In case C, Gs1=l$.6 kg/s, which is 1.6 kg/s greater than the value given by Weir et al' (1992)'

As shown in Table 8.2, the duration of cavern filling is longer because the total water inflow is

greater than those in cases A and B. In this case the inflow rate of cold water is also greater

than in cases A and B. The temperature in the chamber therefore rises at a slower rate than in

cases A and B (see Fig. 8.2a) and results in a longer duration of pre-play.

I 800 2700 3600 4500 5400 6300

Time (seconds)

t25

(J
o

H rrs
EI
-o

105

Case A

Case B
Case C
Eruption occurs

Figure 8.2a Temperature in the cavemfor the model of Pohutufor cases A, B ard C'

In case D, the inflow rates of water to the chamber are the same as those in case A but the

residual water is less, with vs- I m3 (l Eo of the chamber volume). As shown in Table 8'2,

case D, with less residual water, has the longest duration of cavern filling and the shortest

duration of water overflowing. Also, the temperature in the chamber rises at a faster rate than

that in case A (see Fig. 8.2b). The model predicts that in case D the water in the cavern will be

hot enough to erupt immediately after the water reaches the mouth of the channel (duration of

pre-play is only 1 s).

t+
actual eruption

,f:if;':"-''::::l:::i4i .,.," 
:'::=-:":1;7
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o entptiotoccun

Figure 8.2b Temperature in the cwernfor the nndel of Pohunfor cases A and D.

The four cases discussed above (Table 8.2), although they all produce a similar interval

between eruptions, have different performance characteristics in terms of the duration of cavern

filling and duration of pre-play. There are many other cases which can produce a good match to

the average observed interval between eruptions of 5l minutes. Fig. 8.3a shows contours of

constant duration of cavern filling and a contour of interval berween eruptions of 51 minutes.

Fig. 8.3b shows contours of constant duration of pre-play and contour of interval between

eruptions of 5l minutes. Unfortunately, there are no observed data available on the duration of

cavern filling and the duration of pre-play to validate the model results and therefore it is not

possible to deduce which one is the best model. Nevertheless, of the four cases listed in Table

8.2, parameters used in cases B and D are the closest to those deduced by Weir et al. (1992).

In case D, however, water does not overflow from the channel prior to eruption as it does in

case B and also as it does in real life. For this reason, case B was selected as a base case for a

sensitivity study which will be discussed later in section 8.2.

tt
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8.1.2. Prince of Wales Feathers

The performance of the Feathers was modelled using the parameters listed below in Table 8.3.

Corresponding to the chamber depth of 3 m, the pressure in the cold water zone (P*) was put

equal to 1.4 bar, a value slightly larger than the hydrostatic pressure. Corresponding to the cold

inflow, Gct=l.5 kg/s, and a recharge coefficient a=3.88 x 10-5 m.s was used. The volume of

the residual water was assume d 10Vo of the cavern volume, that is Vo = I m3.

Table 8.3

Model Parameters for Feathers (Weir et al.,l992)

Volume of the cavem, V
Length of the channel, h
Cross section of the channel, s

Temperature associated with full column, Tsh2

Temperature of cold water, Tg

Temperature of hot waler, T6
Mass flow rate of hot water, G6

Mass flow ratc of cold water, Gst

=10m3
=3m
= 0.ll m2

= l07oC

= 60oC

= l80oC

= 1.0 kg/s

= 1.5 kg/s

The model results (called here case A) are summarised in Table 8.4. The interval between

eruptions predicted by the model is 61 minutes, which is 19 minutes shorter than the value

given by Weir et al. (1992) as the average interval between eruptions of the Feathers. The

model predicts that the water in the chamber will be hot enough to erupt before the channel is

completely full.

Table 8.4
Summary of model results for the Feathers

Observed
(Weir et al.,1992)

Case B Case C Case DCase A

Volume of the chamber (V1)

Mass flow rate of hot water (G6)

Mass flow rate of cold water (Gg1)

Total mass flow rate of water (G1)

Volume of residual water (Vg)
Duration of chamber filling
Duration of channel filling,
Duration of cavem fillingzr
Duration of pre-play
Interval between eruPtions 4800 s

l0 m3

1.0 kg/s
1.5 kg/s
2.5 kg/s
1.0 m3

3599 s

43 st)
3642 s

0s
3642 s

12.5 m3

l.0 kg/s
1.50 kg/s
2.5 kg/s
1.0 m3

4599 s
0 sJ)
4599 s
0s
4599 s

10 m3
0.84 kg/s
1.5 kg/s
2.34 kgls
1.0 m3

3845 s

194 s
4039 s

794 s

4833 s

l0 m3

1.0 kg/s
2.5 kg/s
3.5 kg/s
1.0 m3

2573 s

135 s

2709 s

2169 s
4878 s

I) eruption occurs before the clnrnel is completely full'
2') duiation of cavem'filling = duration of cha.mber filling + duration of channel filling.
3) enrption occurs immediately after the clannber lir's filled.
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The sensitivity of the model results to the value chosen for the volume of residual water (vs)

were investigated by varying the value of V6, while keeping otherparameters fixed' As shown

in Fig. 8.4, decreasing the volume of the residual water from 1 m3 to 0'l m3 (l Vo of the

volume of the chanrber) increased the interval between eruptions very little'

1800 3600 5400 7200

Time (seconds)

Vo= Irt Vo=0.1 rt
Vo=Q.Srt O EruPtionoccurs

Figure 8.4 Sensitivity of the model results for the Feathers to the choice of the value chosen for the volune

of residual water afier an eruption (V).

As was mentioned in Chapter 7 the total volume of water discharged for the Feathers was

calculated by Weir et at. (lgg2) using a water density of 1000 kg/m3. They rounded the results

to obtain the figure of l0 m3. A more accurate calculation using the density of water at 100oC

of 95g would give the value of 12.5 m3 for the volume discharged from the Feathers. The

present study shows that if this value is used for the volume of the chanrber then the calculated

interval between eruptions would be 4599 s (see case B in Table 8.4 ) which is 201 s shorter

than the observed value. For this case the Steinberg model also predicts that the water in the

chamber will be hot enough to erupt before the channel is completely full.

Much better agreement with the observed interval between eruptions can be obtained by

decreasing the inflow rate of hot water (case C in Table 8.4) or by increasing the inflow rate of

cold water (case D).

In case C, Gcl= 0.84 kg/s which is 0.16 kg/s less than that given by Weir et al. (1992). This

model predicts that it should take 4039 s to fill the chamber and the channel and794 s to heat
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up the water to boiling. Thus the interval between eruptions predicted by the model is 4833 s

which is very close to the observed data. Fig. 8.5 shows the pressure and the temperature in

the chamber and the inflow of cold water versus time as predicted by the model. During stage

l, the filling of the chanrber (A-B), while the pressure and the inflow of cold water into the

chamber are held constant at 1.01325 bar and 1.5 kg/s respectivelY, the water temperature

increases from 100"C to l03oc. This indicates that the water will boil but as cold water

continues to flow into the system not all the water will flash to steam. During stage 2, the

channel filling (B-C), the pressure in the chamber increases to 1.3 bar as the water level in the

channel increases and the inflow of cold water decreases from 1.5 kg/s to 0.36 kg/s. The

corresponding increase in temperature of only 0.5oC is insignificant. After the channel is full

the pressure in the chamber remains constant at 1.3 bar (C-D). The inflow of cold water is

consequently constant too, at 0.36 kg/s. During this stage the rate of the hot inflow is about

twice the rate of the cold inflow and therefore the temperature increases with time. The eruption

occurs when the water temperature reaches the boiling point associated with the hydrostatic

pressure for the full column (107'C).

Cases C and D, as seen in Table 8.4, although producing a similar interval between eruptions,

have different performance characteristics in terms of the duration of cavern filling and duration

of pre-play. In case D the duration of cavern filling is shorter because the total water inflow is

greater than in case C. Also in case D, the duration of the pre-play stage is longer because the

ratio between the cold and the hot inflow is greater and results in a slower increase in

temperature than that in case C (see Fig. 8.6). Also, they are different in that the case C model

predicts that the Feathers should have pulsating boiling spring behaviour as well as geyser

behaviour (Teql = 103"C, which is 3oC higher than Ts51, and Teq2 = t44oC, which is 37oC

higher than Tsh2). This type of behaviour for the Feather is observed (Weir et al., 1992),

whereas in case D the model predicts that the Feathers is a geyser but does not have pulsating

spring behaviour.

Apart from the two models discussed here, there arc many other models which can produce a

good match to the average observed interval between eruptions of 80 minutes. Again, as for

pohutu, it is not possible to deduce the best model for the Feathers because data are not

available on the actual duration of cavern filling and the duration of pre-play. The model

parameters of case C, however, are the closest to the estimated values given by Weir et al.

(lgg2) and therefore it was selected as a base case for a senstivity study which will be

discussed later in section 8.2.
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Figurc 8.6 Temperature in the cavernfor the nndel of the Feathers for cases C and D.

8.1.3. IVaikorohihi

The performance of Waikorohihi was mdelled using the parameters listed below in Table 8.5.

Corresponding to the charnber depth of 4 m the pressure in the cold water zone (P*) was taken

as 1.5 bar. Corresponding to the cold inflow suggested by Weir et al., Gcl = 5.7 kgls, a

recharge coefficient a= L.l7l x 10a m.s wils used. The volume of the residual water was

assumed to be l0 Vo of.thecavern volume, that is V0 = 5 m3.

Table 8.5

Model Parameters for Waikorohihi (Weir et d'1992)
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Volume of the cavern, V1

Lrngth of the channel, h
Cross section of the channel, s

Temperature associated with full column, Ts62

Temperaturc of cold water, Ts
Temperature of hot water, Th
Mass flow rate of hot water, Gh

Mass flow rate of cold water, Gs1

=50m3
=4m
= 0.06 m3

= l(DoC

=60"C
= 180"C

= 3.9 kg/s

= 5.7 kds

The model results (called here case A) are summarised in Table 8.6. The interval between

eruptions predicted by the model is 83 minutes, which is 9 minutes shorter than the value given

by Weir etal. (lgg2) as the average interval between eruptions of Waikorohihi. As before, the

sensitivity of the model results to the value chosen for the volume of residual water (Vs) after

an eruption was investigated. Fig. 8.7 below compares the model results for Vs = 5 m3 (lo7o
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of the chamber volume) and for Vo = 1 tf lZVo of the chamber volume)' The present study

shows that decreasing the value of Vs from 5 m3 to I m3 does not significantly improve the

agreement betwecn the observed and the calculated interval between eruptions'

Table 8.6

Summary of model results for the Waikorohihi

Observed Case A Case B

(Weir et al.,1992)

Case C

Volume of the chamber (V1)

Mass flow rate of hot water (Gh)

Mass flow rate of cold water (Gg1)

Total mass flow rate of water (G1)

Volume of residual water (V0)

Duration of chamber filling
Duration of channel filling.
Duration of cavern fillingrr
Duration of pre-play
Interval between eruPtions 5520 s

50 m3
3.9 kg/s
5.7 kg/s
9.6 kg/s
5.0 m3
4688 s
33s
4721 s

230 s

4941 s

50 m3
3.7 kgls
5.8 kg/s
9.5 kg/s
5.0 m3

4757 s

35s
4792 s

737 s
5529 s

55.3 m3

3.9 kg/s
5.7 kg/s
9.6 kg/s
5.0 m3

SVIO s

34s
5274 s

236 s

5510 s

I ) duration of cavem filling = duration of chanber fiIling + duration of channel filling'

5400 7200

Time (seconds)

Vo=5m3
Vo= I m3

eruption occurs

Figure g,7 Sensitivity of the model results for the waitrorohihi to the value chosen for the volume of resid.ual

water afrer an eruPtion (V).

A good match to the observed interval between eruptions of the Waikorohihi was obtained with

Gct= 5.8 kg/s and Grr=3.7 kg/s (case B in Table 8.6). Here, Gs1 is 0.1 kg/s greater and G6 is

0.2 kg/s less than the value given by Weir et al. (1992). Fig. 8.8 shows the pressure and the
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temperature in the chamber and the inflow of cold water predicted by the model versus time.

During the chamber filling (A-B), the pressure in the chamber and the inflow of cold water are

held constant at l.ol3zji bar and 5.8 kg/s respectively, while the temperature increases from

100"C to 106"C. This indicates that water in the chamber will boil during this stage. During the

channel filling (B-C), the pressure in the chamber increases to 1.4 bar and the inflow of cold

water decreases from 5.8 kg/s to 1.1 kg/s. The increase in temperature of only l"C is

insignificant. After the channel is full, the pressure in the chamber remains constant at 1.4 bar

(C-D). The inflow of cold water is consequently also constant, at 1.1 kg/s, but the temperature

increases as the hot water continues to flow into the system. The eruption occurs when the

water temperature reaches the boiling point associated with the hydrostatic pressure for the full

column (109.C). This model predicts that water should overflow from the channel for about 12

minutes prior to eruption. The situation is the same as for Pohutu and the Feathers with data

not available on the actual duration of overflow. From the model calculations Teql = 106"C,

which is 6"C higher than Tsh1, and Teqz = ll2"C,which is 43"C higher than Tsh2. Thus this

version of the Steinberg model also predicts that Waikorohihi should have pulsating boiling

spring behaviour as well as geyser behaviour.

A good match to the observed interval between eruptions can also be obtained by increasing the

volume of the chamber. As mentioned in Chapter 7, in the calculation of the volume of water

discharged (the volume of the chamber) Weir et al. (1992) used a water density of 1000 kdm3

and rounded the results to obtain the figure of 50 m3 for the Waikorohihi. A more accurate

calculation using the density of water at 100oC of 958 k/m3, as mentioned also in Chapter 7,

would give the value of 55.3 m3 for the volume discharged. If this value is used (case C in

Table 8.6) the Steinberg model produces an interval between eruptions of 5510 s, which is

very close to the observed value (see Fig. 8.9). From the model calculations Teql = 109"C,

which is 9"C higher than Tsh1, and Teqz = 154oC, which is 45oC higher than Tsh2. Thus this

version of the Steinberg model also predicts that Waikorohihi should have pulsating boiling

spring behaviour as well as geyser behaviour.

As for pohutu and the Feathers, apart from the the two cases discussed above, there are a lot of

cases which can produce a good match to the average observed interval between eruptions of

92 minutes but data are not available on the actual duration of cavern frlling and duration of pre-

play to deduce which one is the best model. Model parameters used in Case B, however, are

the closest to those deduced by weir et al. (1992) and therefore case B was selected as a base

case for a sensitivity study which will be discussed in the following section.
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8.2. Sensitivity AnalYsis

One case each from Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi was selected (see Table 8.7) to

investigate the effect of changes in the inflow rate, the temperature and the pressure on the

interval between eruptions for Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi. The sensitivity of the

geysers to these changes is compared and discussed in this section.

Table 8.7
Summary of model pararnetcrs for Pohutu, the Feathers and Waikorohihi.

Pohutu Waikorohihi

Mass flow rate of hot water, G6
Mass flow rate of cold watcr, Gcl
Duration of chambcr filling
Duration of channel filling
fluration ofheating uP
Interval between eruPtions
Observed (average) interval between eruptions

15.6 kgs
17 kg/s
46 minutes
44 seconds

4 minutes
5l minutcs
5l minutes

0.84 kg/s
1.5 kg/s
64 minutes
194 seconds
13 minutcs
8l minutes
80 minutes

3.7 kgls
5.8 k/s
79 minutes
33 seconds
12 minutes
92 minutEs
92 minutes
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8.2.1. Pohutu GeYser

The effects of a ly%o vaiation in the inflow rates, temperature and pressure, and a I Vo

variation in the atmospheric pressure on the interval between eruptions of the Pohutu are

shown in Table 8.8.

Table 8.8
Sensitivity of Pohutu.

Parameter Changes
%

Eruption
interval

Increase (+)
/decrpase G)

Type of surface
Features

Inflow of hot water
(15.6 kg/s)

Temp. of hot water
(180"c)

Temp. of cold water
(60"c)

hess. of Te Horu
( 2.0 bar)

Atm.press.
(1.01325 bar)

Inflow of cold water
(17 kg/s)

40 mins.

60 mins.
38 mins.

72 mins.
46 mins.

56 mins.
60 mins.

46 mins.
50 mins 38 secs

5l mins 15 secs

53 mins.

48 mins.

-ll mins.

+ 9 mins.
-13 mins.

+21 mins.
- 5 mins.

+ 5 mins.
+ 9 mins.

- 5 mins.
-22 secs.

+15 secs.
+ 2 mins.

- 3 mins.

geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.

+lO%
-r0%
+lO%
-10%
+10%
-to%
+10%
-r0%
+l%
-t%
+lO%
-10%

geyser p.b.s. = geyser and pulsating boiling spring

The effect of changes in the deep inflow on the interval between eruptions was investigated by

varying the mass flow rate of hot water (G6) while the other parameters were kept fixed. The

model shows that a l\Vo decrease in the inflow of hot water causes the interval between

eruptions to increase from 5l minutes to 60 minutes. On the other hand a lU%o increase in the

inflow of hot water causes the interval between eruptions of Pohutu to decrease to 40 minutes.

In the Rotorua geothermal field the total mass withdrawn from the wells during summer is

usually 2O Vo lessthan that during winter (New 7*alandMinistry of Energy, 1985; Bradford,

lgg2). According to past reports (New Tnaland Ministry of Energy, 1985; Cody and Lumb,

lgg0,lgg2) a decrease in production from Rotorua produces an increase in surface activity at

Whakarewarewa. Thus the hot up-flow feeding Pohutu will be less in winter than in summer

and hence the geyser will have a longer interval between eruptions in winter than in surnmer.

Data are not available to confirm this deduction.

Changes in the temperature of the deep upflow have a significant effect on the interval between

eruptions. A l\Vo variation in the temperature of the hot inflow (t 18"C), for example, causes

the interval between eruptions of Pohutu to vary from 38 to 72 minutes. A lU%o variatron in the
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temperature of the cold inflow (i 6oC), on the other hand, causes the interval between eruptions

of Pohutu to vary from 46 to 56 minutes.

Results of surveys indicate that the surface heat flow from Whakarewarewa has decreased by

between 23Vo and3l7o dtying the period 1969 to 1985 (New Zealand Ministry of Energy,

1gg5). This indicates that the heat flux from the hot deep reservoir must have declined. Te

Horu, the vent which supplies cool water to the three geysers considered in the present study,

used to boil vigorously but since 1969 the water temperature has declined from 80-100oC to

60-90"c.

The effect of variations in the Te Horu water level on the interval between eruptions was

investigated by varying the pressure in the cold water zone (P*) while other parameters were

kept fixed. If the water level drops by 2 metres, for example, the pressure will drop by about

0.2 bar (l}Vo). This causes the inflow of cold water to decrease and causes a corresponding

decrease in the interval between eruptions of Pohutu of 5 minutes. If the water level increases

by 2 metres, on the other hand, the interval between eruptions of Pohutu will increase by 9

minutes. Thus, if the water level in Te Horu varies over + 2 metres, the interval between

eruptions of Pohutu will vary from 46 to 60 minutes. Activity records given by Weir et al.

(lgg2) show that the water level in Te Horu sometimes fluctuates through a 10 metre range.

According to Rinehart (1972),the variation in atmospheric pressure usually is not more than

one percent. As shown in Table 8.8 a decrease in the atmospheric pressure lengthens the

interval between eruptions and an increase in atmospheric pressure shortens it, but by less than

30 seconds.

Several cases were investigated to determine the effect of simultaneous changes in more than

one parameter on the interval between eruptions for Pohutu.

Case 1: Clnnges in inflow rates.

The effect of changes in the amount of cold and hot inflow on the interval between eruptions

for pohutu was investigated by varying the mass flow rate of hot water (GrJ and the recharge

parameter for the cold water zone (cr) while other parameters were kept fixed. Contours of

constant interval between eruptions, for various G6 and Gsl, are plotted in Fig. 8.10.

The figure shows the regions for different type of surface features determined from the criteria

given by steinberg (lggla). In Figs. 8.10 and 8.11 point P represents the parameters for the

pohutu geyser given in Table 8.7. Il for example, the mass flow rate of hot water is decreased
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to 14 kgls and that of cold water is increased to 20 kgls while other parameters remain constant

then the interval between eruptions of Pohutu will increase from 51 minutes to 65 minutes.

sensitivity or tr," g"yr#ll""tuiu,,on, in the hot inflow

T5G6
Feathers Waikorohihi

G6 T6 G6 T6

Model values
Transition IV-ilI
Transition III-II
Transition II-I

15.6 kg/s
8.5 kg/s
1.7 kg/s
0.8 kgis

180'C
145"C
125'C
105'c

180"c
172'C
127"C
I l7'C

3.7 kgls
2.9 kgls
0.8 kg/s
0.6 kg/s

1800c
163"C
124"C
l12'C

0.84 kg/s
0.75 kg/s
0.23 kg/s
0.17 kg/s

As shown in Table 8.9 the amount of hot inflow to Pohutu would have to decrease by 45Vo to

8.5 kg/s for the geyser to lose its preliminary pulsating spring behaviour. A decrease in the hot

inflow of 89flo,down to 1.7 kg/s would be required for Pohutu to cease eruption altogether.

5I0r)
Mass flow rate of hot water (kgls)

Figure 8.10 Sensitivity of Pohutu to clwtges in Wow rates
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Case 2: Clnnges in tem?erature

The same method was used to investigate the effect of temperature changes. The temperatures

of the hot water (TfJ and cold water (T") were varied while other parameters were kept fixed.

Contours of constant interval between eruptions are shown on a plot of temperature of hot

water versus temperature of cold water in Fig. 8.1 1.

Ifthetemperatureofthehotinflowdropsbyl0vo(T6=|$/oC),forexample,theinterval
between eruptions for Pohutu will increase from 51 minutes to 72 minutes and if the

temperatureofthecoldinflowalsodecreasesbyt0vo(T"=54"c)'theintervalbetween
eruptions of Pohutu will increase to 80 minutes. A drop in temperature of IgVo down to 145oC

is required for Pohutu to lose its preliminary pulsating spring behaviour and a &op of.3OVo

down to 125oC will cause it to cease eruption (see Table 8.9).

110 130 150 . t70

Temperature of hot water ("C)

Figure 8.11 Sensitivity of Pohutu to clnnges in intlow tenperatures
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Case 3: Changes in inflow rate and temperature of the hot i4flow

Here both the temperature and the mass flow rate of the hot water (Tn and G6) were varied

while other parameters were kept fixed. The results show that if both the mass flow rate and

the temperature of the hot inflow decrease by 10 vo (Gn=14 kg/s and Tn=162"c)'
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corresponding to the heat flux to the Pohutu system dropping by 2'2 MW, then the interval

between eruptions of Pohutu will increase by 50 Vo ftom5l minutes to 73 minutes'

Case 4: Clmnges in several paratneters.

In this case chang es of lOVo to several parameters were considered. The mass flow rate and the

temperature of the hot inflow were varied between 14 to 17 kg/s and t62 to l98oC'

respectively, and the temperature and the pressure in Te Horu were varied between 54 to 66"C

and l.g to 2.2bar (that is, the water level was varied by 2 metres), respectively. The model

predicts an interval between eruptions for Pohutu varying from27 to I 18 minutes. The records

given by weir etal. (lgg2) show that the interval between eruptions of Pohutu varies from less

than a minute (when the water level in Te Horu was low) to ll2 minutes. For all the cases

considered the model results show that Pohutu remains in Steinberg's category of a geyser

with preliminary pulsating spring behaviour.

E.2.2. Prince of Wales Feathers Geyser

The same method was used to investigate the sensitivity of the Feathers geyser to changes in

various parameters. Each parameter was varied in turn while all the others were kept fixed' The

effect on the interval between eruptions of the Feathers of. lU%o variations in the inflow rates,

the temperatures and pressure and a I Vo variation in the atmospheric pressure is shown in

Table 8.10.

Table 8.10
Sensitivity of the Feathers.

Parameter Changes
(7o)

Eruption
interval

Increase (+)
/decrease G)

Type of surface
features

Inflow of hot water
(0.84 kds)

Temp. of hot water
(180"c)

Temp. of cold water
(60"c)

Press. of Te Horu
(1.4 bar)

Atm.press.
(1.01325 bar)

Inflow of cold water
(1.5 kg/s)

70 mins.

94 mins.
6l mins.

I 13 mins.
68 mins.

93 mins.
122 mins.

67 mins.
80 mins 3l secs

82 mins 25 secs

85 mins.

76 mins.

-10 mins.

+14 mins.
-19 mins.

+33 mins.
-12 mins.

+13 mins.
+42 mins.
-13 mins.
-31 secs.

+145 secs.
+15 mins.

- 4 mins.

geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser
geyser p.b.s.

geyser
geyser
geyser.p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.

+lO%
-to%
+lOVo

-to%
+10%
-l0Vo
+lO%
-ro%
+l%
-t%
+lO%
-lOVo

The results in Table 8.10 show that the Feathers geyser is sensitive to changes in the hot up-

flow and changes in the water level in Te Horu, but it is not sensitive to changes in

atmospheric pressure. A lOVo variation in the hot inflow ( + O.Og kg/s), for example' causes
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the interval between eruptions for the Feathers to vary from 70 to 94 minutes. A 107o variation

in either the temperature of the hot inflow or the pressure (water level) of Te Horu has a very

significant effect on the interval between eruptions for the Feathers. The model predicts that a

lyvo vuiatton in the temperature of the hot inflow causes the interval between eruptions of the

Feathers to vary from 6l to 113 minutes. Al0 Vo variation in the pressure of Te Horu, on the

other hand, causes the Feathers to play with an interval varying from 67 to 122 minutes. A

ly7o decrease in the temperature of the hot inflow not only causes the interval between

eruptions of the Feathers to increase significantly but it also causes the Feathers to no longer

have preliminary or pulsating eruptions. A similar effect occurs if the water temperature in Te

Horu cauldron decreases by l0 Vo (from60"C to 54"C) or the pressure there increasesby lO Vo

(a water level increase of 1.5 metres). Similar plots to those shown above for Pohutu were also

produced to show the effect of simultaneous changes in more than one parameter on the

interval between eruptions for the Feathers.

Case l: Clnnges in inflow rates.

First the mass flow rate of hot water (GrJ and the recharge parirmeter for the cold water zone

(a) were varied while other parameters were kept fixed. Contours of constant interval between

eruptions are shown on a plot of G6 versus Gs1 in Fig' 8'12'
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In Figs. 8.12 and 8.13 point F represents the parameters for the Feathers given in Table 8'7' If

the mass flow rate of hot water decreases to 0.5 kg/s, for example, the interval between

eruptions of the Feathers will increase from 80 minutes to 180 minutes' If the decrease in the

inflow of hot water is accompanied by an increase in the inflow of cold water from Te Horu the

Feathers will enrpt with a still longer interval. For example if the inflow of cold wat€r increases

to2.5kg/s then the Feathers will erupt with an interval of about four and half hours. As shown

in Table g.9 the arnount of hot inflow to the Feathers would have to decrease by lt%o to 0'75

kg/s for the geyser to lose its preliminary pulsating spring behaviour' A decrease in the hot

inflow of 73Vo, down to 0.23 kg/s would be required for the Feathers to cease eruption

altogether.

Case 2: Changes intemPerature

Contours of constant interval between eruptions are shown on a plot of temperature of hot

water versus temperature of cold water for the Feathers in Fig. 8.13'
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The model predicts that if the temperatures of both hot and cold water decrease by l0 7o (that is

to T6=lf!oC and Tc=54"C) the Feathers will erupt with an interval of approximately 140

minutes. Also it will no longer have a preliminary pulsating spring eruption. A drop in

temperature of 4.47o down to l72oC is required for the Feathers to lose its preliminary

pulsating spring behaviour and a drop of 29Vo downto 127"C will cause it to cease eruption

(see Table 8.9).

Case 3: Changes in inflow rate and temperanre of the hot inllow

The model results show that if the up-flow of hot water decreases by 0.5 kg/s and at the same

time the temperature decreases from 180"C to 162"C, corresponding to the heat flux to the

geyser system dropping by 0.4 MW, then the interval betrveen eruptions of the Feathers will be

about l0 hours longer than the reported average value of 80 minutes.

Case 4: Changes in several parameters.

The model predicts that if the hot inflow and the water temperature both increase

simultaneously by l}Vo andthe pressure in Te Horu decreases by 10 Vo (awater level decrease

by 1.4 metres) then the interval between eruptions of the Feathers will decrease by 50 Vo to 4O

minutes. But if the inflow and the temperature both decrease simultaneously by 10 Vo andthe

pressure in Te Horu increases by 10 Vo theFeathers will cease eruption altogether and become

a boiling spring.

8.2.3. Waikorohihi GeYser

The effect on the interval between eruptions of Waikorohihi of l\Vo variations in the inflow

rates, the temperature and the pressure and a l%o variation in the atmospheric pressure are

shown in Table 8.11. The model results show that Waikorohihi is also very sensitive to

changes in the temperature of the hot inflow and the pressure (water level) in Te Horu . A lO Vo

variation in the temperature of the hot inflow, for example, causes the interval between

eruptions for the Waikorohihi to vary from 70 to 129 minutes. A lO Vo variation in the pressure

in Te Horu causes the interval between eruptions to vary from 79 to 122 minutes. Activity

records given by Weir et al., 1992, show that the actual interval between eruptions for

Waikorohihi varies from a few minutes to 107 minutes.
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Table 8.11

Sensitivity of Waikorohihi .

Parameter Changes
(%)

Eruption
interval

Increase (+)
/decrease (-)

Type of
behaviour

Inflow of hot water
(3.7 k9s)

Temp. of hot water
(180'c)

Temp. of cold water
(60"c)

Press. of Te Horu
(1.5 bar)

Atm.press.
(1.01325 bar)

Inflow of cold water
(5.8 kg/s)

80 mins.

108 mins.
?0 mins.

129 mins,
79 mins.

105 mins.
122 mins.

79 mins.
92 mins

94 mins
97 mins.

87 mins.

-12 mins.

+16 mins.
-22 mins.

+37 mins.
-13 mins.

+13 mins.
+31 mins.

-13 mins.
-37 secs.

+72 secs.

+ 5 mins.

- 5 mins.

geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s

geyser p.b.s.
geyser p.b.s.

geyser p.b.s.

+l0Vo

-107o
+10%
-l0Vo
+l0Vo

-lUVo
+lUVo

-lOVo
+ l?o

- l9o
+10%
-l0%o

As for pohutu and the Feathers several cases were investigated to determine the effect of

simultaneous changes in several parameters on the interval between eruptions for Waikorohihi'

Case I: Changes in inflow rates.

In Fig. 8.14 contours of constant interval between eruptions are shown on a plot of Gh versus

Gcr. The points W there and in Fig. 8.15 represent the parameters for Waikorohihi given in

Table 8.7. The graphs show that if the inflow rate of hot water decreases to 3 kg/s, for

example, the interval between eruptions for Waikorohihi will increase ftom9? minutes to 120

minutes. If the decrease in the inflow of hot water is accompanied by an increase in the inflow

of cold water from Te Horu the Waikorohihi will play with an even longer interval between

eruptions. For example if the inflow of cold water increases to 8 kg/s then the interval between

eruptions for Waikorohihi will be approximately 150 minutes. As shown in Table 8.8 the

amount of hot inflow to Waikorohihi would have to decrease by 22Vo to2.9 kg/s for the geyser

to lose its preliminary pulsating spring behaviour. A decrease in the hot inflow of 78Vo, down

to 0.8 kg/s would be required for Waikorohihi to cease eruption altogether.

Case 2: Changes in temPerature

Contours of constant interval between eruptions for Waikorohihi are shown on a plot of

temperature of hot water versus temperature of cold water in Fig.8.15. If the temperature

decreases by l0 Vo for both the hot and cold water (Tfr=162"C and Ts=JdoC) then Waikorohihi

will erupt with a longer interval of approximately 160 minutes. Also it will no longer exhibit

preliminary pulsating spring behaviour. A drop in temperature of 9.4Vo down to 163"C is

required for Waikorohihi to lose its preliminary pulsating spring behaviour and a dtop of 25Vo

down to l24"Cwill cause it to cease eruption (see Table 8.9)'
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The model results show that if the inflow rate of hot water decreases by 0.5 kg/s and at the

same time the temperature decreases from 180'c to 162"C (that is the enthalpy of the hot water

decreases ftom762kJ/kg to 684 H/kg), conesponding to the heat input to the geyser dropping

by 0.63 MW, then the interval between eruptions of Waikorohihi will be one hour longer than

the reported average value of 92 minutes.

Case 4: Clunges in several paramcters.

The modelling results show that if the inflow rate, the temperature of hot water and the

temperature and the pressure in Te Horu are all varied by l}Vo then the interval between

eruptions for Waikorohihi will vary between4T minutes and 6 hours.

8.3. Summary

The present work shows that the Steinberg model is able to reproduce the behaviour of the

three Rotorua geysers observed by Weir et al. (1992).

The modelling results show that all the geysers are very sensitive to changes in the rate and

temperature of the inflow of hot water. Of the three the Feathers is the most sensitive to

changes in the rate of inflow. The model predicts that the Feathers will no longer exhibit a

preliminary pulsating spring eruption if the rate of the hot water inflow drops by only 4.4Vo'

while forWaikorohihi and Pohutu the corresponding figures are9.4Vo and45Vo respectively.

All three geysers are sensitive to temperature changes, however the Feathers and Waikorohihi

're 
more sensitive to temperature changes than Pohutu. The model predicts that the Feathers

will no longer exhibit a preliminary pulsating spring eruption if the temperature of the hot water

inflow drops by 8"C, while for Waikorohihi and Pohutu the corresponding figures are l7"C

and 35oC respectively. For all three geysers the model results give a similar temperature

(approximately 125"C) for the hot inflow at which eruptions cease altogether. In addition all

three geysers are sensitive to variations in the water level in the nearby Te Horu cauldron'

Changes in atmospheric pressure do not significantly affect the interval between eruptions for

the geysers.

Modelling shows that Pohutu is the least sensitive of the three geysers to all the changes

considered. Figs. g.l0 and g.11 show that it is currently a vigorous geyser with preliminary

pulsating spring behaviour and that large changes in key pararneters would be required to stop

it erupting.
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Unfortgnately therc are not sufficient data available to verify whpther or not the changes in the

performance of the geysers predictcd by thc model are accurate. Qtralitatively they appear to be

reasonable as the past data (see Tables 2.I,2.2 md2.3 in Chapter 2) indicates that the Feathers

and Waikorohihi are mor€ erratic in behaviour and more affected by changes in the decp

reservoir than Pohutu.
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